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Cast Iron Coffee 
Grinder Just 
Like Grandma’s
Nonnie Coffee Grinder 
Gorgeous, hand-crafted coffee grinder 
made of durable cast iron with a ceramic 
burr grinder, and a natural Robles wood 
base with drawer. Hand-cranked, of 
course, no electricity needed! You may 
adjust the grind for whatever coffee you 
wish to make. Really organic unit! The 
teak-like wood is finished with beeswax, 
no chemical finishes, to be food safe. We 
just love this made in Canada grinder; 
been looking to feature one for a long 
time. Even if you don’t use it to grind, a 
great decorative piece to grace your 
kitchen. measures approximately  
6 ½" x 5 ¾" x 11 ½", 3 ¼ lbs 

BNN1RW  $249.50



Derrick Salt & Pepper Grinder Set 
Gorgeous, hand-crafted grinders made  
of copper finish hardware, with a natural 
Robles wood for the pepper and Gmelina 
wood for the salt. Each mill uses an  
adjustable burr grinder to bring out ulti-
mate flavor from your salts, peppers, or 
spices. Hand-cranked, of course, no 
electricity needed! The shape fits beau-
tifully in your hand with a “groove” for 
each finger. The wood is finished with 
beeswax, no chemical finishes, to be 
food safe. Made in Canada. If you buy 
the set, you’ll get a little Robles wood 
scoop to fill up the spice compartment.  
measures 2 ½" x 8 ¾" 

BRW#3 (Robles Wood) $99.50 

BGW#3 (Gmelina Wood) $99.50 

BGRW#3 (Set of Both w. Scoop) $189.50

Your 100%   
Satisfaction is  
Guaranteed! 
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I
f this is your first introduction to our catalog, welcome! Who are we? Well we are fourteen (14) normal people, 

that work hard at finding, promoting, selling, and shipping out, unique, interesting products, often made by 

equally small makers. We all really care about what we do. We aren’t some gargantuan mega-business, with auto-

mated warehouses that can offer free shipping at the drop of a hat! We work very hard at finding products of the 

highest possible quality and worth, worldwide, that are not available on Amazon, because we simply cannot, and don’t 

want to, compete on that level. Thereby we support smaller makers of fine products, wherever they may be, because 

losing them as a resource would be a loss that we’d all suffer! You’ll be delighted with both our brushes and hand-

crafted goods. We appreciate your ongoing support. Only the Best, Heidi (heidi@thebestbrushes.com)

Nordur Arctic Sea Salt  has a bold, bright and slightly tart flavor that is great with seafood and 

fish, in stews and soups and as a finishing salt, lending any dish a distinctive flair. The small, crunchy 

flakes of intense flavor are reminiscent of the mineral-rich Arctic Sea. Nordur Salt is made with highest 

quality food production methods. Their unique geothermal production method was first tried in 1753, 

at the same place the salt is made today, Breidafjördur. They are the only flake salt company in the world 

using geothermal energy to fuel the process. Their carbon footprint is virtually nil, and proud of it! 

Their logo, the mermaid Alda represents the freshness and purity of the Arctic Sea, and the mound  

of salt in each of her hands illustrates our balanced view of sustainability. Best salt we’ve ever tasted!

Arctic Sea Salt Flakes These fine plain salt 

flakes are soft and crispy so they mix better with 

your food. 4.4 oz. NS016  $19.50 

Smoked Sea Salt Flakes A tribute to the Ice-

landic-Danish ties, this salt is smoked using a 

blend of birch and oak woods, giving it an exqui-

site taste. The high moisture content helps the 

flakes absorb the smoke evenly, giving an amaz-

ing aroma that resembles a good whiskey. 3.52 oz 

NS023  $24.50 

Lava Sea Salt This black lava salt from Iceland 

is legendary. Iceland, the land of ice and fire. This 

flake salt from the Westfjords of Iceland has a 

fantastic crispy crunch, a clean mild taste. The 

black color resembles Icelandic black lava. 3.52 oz 

NS022  $24.50

Best Enamel Funnel 
Beautifully designed German 
made funnel for kitchen and 
other uses. Has a generously 
large finger loop for easy and 
secure handling, especially with 
hot stuff. 5” Ø x 4” long 

ME13015  $49.50

Felted 
Humpback Whale  
Needle-felted of 

pure Alpaca by 

hand in Peru.  

7 ½” long 

LPHW  $39.50

Otter & Sea Star  
6 ½” long x 1 ½” high   

LPOSS  $39.50

Sea Lion  
6” long x 2” high   

LP4SEAL  $39.50

Fisherman Balance 
Toy Casted iron with 

extravagant colors.  

13 ½” x 22” high 

SH204   
$119.50

Whale Balance Toy Fabulous classic balance toy made 

of casted iron with extravagant colors. All of our balance 

toys are crafted by hand, exactly as they were made a 

century ago. Painted in a time-honored classic folk style. 

This particular balance toy of the whale is an all-time fa-

vorite. Costal communities back then depended on whale 

oil for lighting and food. 14 ½” x 18 ¾” high 

SH205  $129.50

Fair-Trade Felting Art, Peru 
Because these cute felted creatures are  

hand-made from pure alpaca fibre in small  

batches by local fair-trade artisans in Peru, they  

are often out of stock. Your patience is appreciated!
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Adjust for coarse 
or finer grind

La Paz Coffee Mill Fabulous, high-quality 

hardened tool steel, conical burr, grinder, which is 

easily adjusted to whatever grind you need, from 

coarse to powder fine, with the least possible heat 

build-up, to protect the delicate coffee flavors. 

The case is made of stained beechwood with cast 

iron and brass upper body. 9 ¼” x 5 ¾” x 5 ¾”   

ZA40128  $389.50

Seafood Lovers Set This set of stainless steel 

durable seafood utensils are the right tools for 

the job of pigging out on shell fish. The wooden 

box includes one oyster/clam (shucking) knife, 

two lobster claw crackers, five long seafood picks, 

and four short shellfish forks so you can get to 

every morsel of meat. Care: Claw cracker and forks 

are dishwasher safe. Oyster knife is handwash only. 

7” x 8 ¼” x 2”  KTF888  $99.50

Peugeot Duo Salt & Pepper Grinder Set 
This exquisite set of grinders, acrylic with stain-

less caps, utilize a case hardened steel, two-stage, 

helix-shaped, and double-row of teeth that give 

you a perfect grind. Naturally the grind is ad-

justable, from fine to coarse. Made in France. 
Each is about 4 ¾” tall PE900812  $72.50

Salt-mill mechanism Peppermill mechanism

Needle-Felted Crab  
This little crustation is 

hand-made of Alpaca  

fibres in Peru. You’ll be  

delighted with the features 

of this wonderfully detailed 

critter.  3 ½” long 

LPCRB  $39.50

Felted Octopus  
Colors vary on  

this little guy,  

as they do in  

the wild. Needle- 

felted by hand. 5” long 

LPOCT  $39.50 French Press Coffee Maker Winner of the 

Housewares Design Award, this brush finished, 

stainless steel, double-walled, insulated, unbreak-

able coffee maker, keeps the heat during steeping, 

and thereafter. With its patented dual filtration 

system, you’ll never have that pesky sediment in 

your cup! Of all the coffee presses available,  

nothing in the market could touch this one.  

8” x 3 ½”Ø, 23 oz (5-6 servings)   

FFS0143  $159.50

Espresso Screen Brush 
Yeah, they’re hard to clean 
properly, ergo this fine sieve 
brush. Oiled beechwood handle 
with stiff bristles. 4” x 2 ½” Ø 

R753310  $32.50

Filter Cleaning Brush 
Designed to clean the fine 
mesh of your re-usable coffee 
filters. Made with an untreated 
beechwood handle and has 
brown horsehair bristles. 2” Ø 

R750608  $9.50

Gold Tone 2 & 4 Cup Filter 
Reusable coffee filter. Made 

from surgical stainless steel for 

durability and easy cleanup. 

Dishwasher safe and made in 

USA with a 5-year warranty. 

HIC0222 (#2 Filter) $15.50 

HIC0224 (#4 Filter) $15.50

Tea Timer Nice little hourglass for 

steeping your tea. With a three 

minute sand-timer, soft boil your 

eggs, too. Made of untreated beech-

wood, glass and sand. 4” x 1” Ø 

R704010  $14.50

Pour-Over Coffee Maker This is a complete 

set; to enable you to make the best filter coffee 

you’ll ever drink. The high-heat borosilicate glass 

carafe is shock and breakage resistant, and comes 

with a stainless collar with a bamboo handle. The 

real secret here is the reusable, stainless, double 

fine-meshed filter. This filter has a super-fine 

mesh inside, and a coarser screen outside, and 

works like no other! And it saves you from  

having to buy paper filters. Set  

comes complete with a measuring 

scoop. Dishwasher safe.  

7” x 4 ½” x 7 ½”, 22 oz cap. 

HIC43781  $69.50 

Double Fine-Mesh Filter 
HIC43782  $24.50
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Pure Linen Glass Towels - Set of 3 
Yes.., pure, 100% linen, glass towels made by  

TrioLino in the Czech Republic. Huge 28” x 20”.  

R251110  (Set of 3)  $54.50

Classic Kitchen Towels - Set of 3 
Blend of linen and cotton, for both strength for 
long life and absorbency. Large at 19 ¾” x 39 ¼”. 

R256800  (Set of 3)  $53.50

Extra Large Brush Head Tampico 
Fibre Dish Brush Beautiful curved, 

oiled beechwood handle with tampico 
bristles and an extra large head giving 
you more elbow grease on tackling  
your pots and pans. 10 ½” long  

R322529  $29.50

Horsehair Dish Brush 
Beautiful curved, oiled beech-

wood handle with black horse-

hair. This brush has a good 

bristle for cleaning but not  

too aggressively. 9 ¼”  

R320624  $18.50

Zero-Waste Dish Soap Bar  

WOW! This bar of soap lathers up great and takes much less 

water to rinse off compared to liquid soap. It’s a zero-waste, low-

water, maximum cleanness marvel! Made of all organic materials, 

and the shea butter will leave your hands feeling soft. Can also be 

used to clean counters or carpet. Comes in a 16 oz bar which is 

equivalent to 3 bottles of liquid soap. ~ 4” cube  

ZC003 (Zesty Lemon) • ZC001 (Eucalyptus)  $39.50 each

Ceramic Dish Soap Holder  
Perfect size for our dish soap. 
Comes with holes for drainage 
and feet. 4 ¼” square  

R698609  $15.50

Loofah Soap Cushion 
Works great with our dish 
soap below. Set of 2. 3 ¼” Ø  

R693587  $9.50

Espresso Machine Milk Foamer Hose 
Brush When you need to clean those flexible, 

tiny apertures, you’ll need this stainless twisted 

wire with nylon bristle brush! Has a finger ring 

on the end. 12 ½” long  R521040  $12.50

Espresso Brush Keep the machine and the  

screen clean! Especially suited for coffee grounds  

and dust. Long, straight handle of oiled beech, 

with boar bristles. 8” long  

R751114  $22.50

Durgol Universal Decalcifier For countless household items: drip coffee 

machines, ceramic tiles, faucets, etc. Environmentally safe, 100% recyclable  
bottles. Made in Switzerland and is food safe – leaves no chemical residue 

after rinsing. Fabulous stuff! 25.4 fl. oz. FR0298  $19.50

Fino Narrow Spout Kettle This stunning kettle, made in Japan, has re-

ally been thought out. The slow and precise water flow extracts the most fla-

vor when brewing either tea or coffee. Beautiful, well-designed shape makes 

it stable, and the high-temp thermo-plastic handle and knob keep your 

hands from the heat. For use on all stoves including induction and is dish-

washer safe. Made of 18.8 stainless. 34 oz. capacity  HIC6576  $89.50

Honey Spoon Beautifully made 

with oiled pearwood with a honey-

comb structure head. 6 ¼” 

R753516  $12.50

Extra-Stiff Scrub 
Brush Handy 

little scrubber, “8” 

shaped, untreated beech 

handle with Palmyra bristles. 4 ¾” long 

R302632  $9.50

Bamboo Matcha Tea Whisk 
Handmade with eighty hand-cut 
tines, so uniform you could measure them with 
a micrometer. Even if you don’t make matcha 
tea, you should get one for its beauty! 4” tall 

HIC97125  $29.50
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Aquarium Brush - R541010

Hose Brush - R521050

Hose Brush - R521049

Straw Cleaning Brush -  
R520128

Champagne Glass Cleaner  
R521048

Bottle Brush  
R531034

Bottle Brush  
R531039

Bottle Brush  
R521013

Wire Brush  
R521012

Wire Brush  
R521010

Wire Brush R531006

Wire Brush R531005

Champagne Glass Cleaner 
A twisted wire with boar bris-
tles and wool head, brush. bris-
tle area 11cm x 1cm Ø, 49cm long 

R521048                       $15.50 

Straw Cleaner Amazing dou-

ble tapered shape, twisted wire 
with goat bristles. 19cm,  
tapering from about 0.5cm to 
3.2cm to 0.5cm, brush: 49cm 

R520128                       $18.50 

Hose Brush Has a scrubber 

head 10cm, with an overall 
length of 49cm. 

R521049 Ø 1cm          $9.50 
R521050 Ø 0.6cm       $12.50 

Aquarium Brush 1.5cm Ø x 

15cm bristle area with the light 
bristles softer and the black 
horsehair tip stiffer. 100cm long 

R541010                       $18.50 

Bottle Brush Light boar 

bristles and a horsehair head. 
No solvents on this one. 

R531034 bristle area 14cm x 

5cm Ø, 37cm long            $12.50 

R531039 bristle area 16cm x 

5.5cm Ø, 43cm long         $13.50 

R521013 conical bristle area 

15cm x 4.5cm to 2.5cm Ø,  

34cm long                         $9.50 

Extremely Thin Twisted 
Wire Brushes Stiff bristles. 

R521012 bristle area 10cm x 

1.5cm Ø x 28cm long       $9.50 

R521010 bristle area 4.5cm x 

1.0cm Ø x 13cm long       $6.50 

R531006 bristle area 4.5cm  

x 0.6cm Ø x 13cm long    $6.50  

R531005 bristle area 2cm x 

0.3cm Ø x 13.5cm long    $9.50

Conversion from cm to inches: 2.54 cm = 1 inch
Radiator Brushes Don’t let the name fool you… These long, 

twisted wire with goat hair, wood handled, brushes, will help you 

with many hard to reach jobs. Tapered goat hair, along with coated 

wire assures you don’t scratch the surfaces.

Dark Goat Hair  

Bristle: 11¾” x 1¾”Ø x 39¼” long 

R510261  $25.50 

Bristle: 19¾” x 1¾”Ø x 45¼” long 

R510262  $29.50

Light Goat Hair  

Bristle: 11¾” x 1¾”Ø x 39¼” long 

R510161  $25.50  

Bristle: 19¾” x 1¾”Ø x 45¼” long 

R510162  $29.50

R521002

R521003

R521004

R521005

R521006

R521018

Cleaning Brushes with Wool Head 
These twisted wire brushes with light boar 

bristles and wool head are meant for all 

narrow-aperture cleaning jobs which use 

soap and water, such as tea & coffee spouts, 

glass, vases, tubes and woodwind instru-

ments. (Not recommended for solvents). 

R521002 bristle area 6cm,  

1.0cm Ø, 26cm long                  $7.50 

R521003 bristle area 9cm,  

1.5cm Ø, 28cm long                    $8.50 

R521004 conical bristle area 8cm,  

3.0cm to 1.0cm Ø, 28cm long     $9.50 

R521005 bristle area 12.5cm x  

2.8cm Ø, 29cm long                    $9.50 

R521006 bristle area 12.5cm,  

5.0cm Ø, 32cm long                    $9.50 

R521018 16cm x 5.5cm Ø x  

52cm long                                   $18.50

Wool Cleaning Brushes Set of 5 
Five distinct shapes and diameters of 

cleaning brushes, that should fit most of 

your needs. All have boar bristles with wool head 

bundles. Range from 1cm Ø to 5cm Ø and in length 

from 26cm to 32cm R523456  $45.50

Decanter Brush Specifically made for cleaning 

and drying odd-shaped decanters. Oiled beech 

handle and wire extension so you can bend it at 

just the right angle. The business end has a head 

of light bristles mixed with wool. 18 ½” x 2 ½”    

R541040  $24.50

Baby’s Bottle Brush  
This brush will get all the crusties  

out of your little one’s bottle. 12 ½” long 

R531014  $13.50
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Jewelry Brush Made to 

clean and polish your valuables. 

Won’t scratch or harm delicate 

surfaces. Made with oiled beechwood and 

goat hair bristles. 6” long R421615  $17.50

Silver Brush  
Use with a little bit of 

silver polish and soon you will see the brilliance 

again. Oiled beechwood handle with goat hair 

bristles. 10” long R420125  $29.50

Silver, Copper & Stainless Steel Cleaner 
All things deeply cherished deserve the finest 

care, and the traditional formulas from Howard 

Products will treat and restore those things. For 

more than 90 years, the Pine-Ola brand of metal 

polishes has been the choice of leading silver-

smiths, and the Stainless Steel Cleaner will shine 

your appliances without streaks (no kidding!) 

Amazingly fast and easy to use and is made in 

the USA. Comes in a 8 oz bottles for polish & 16 oz 

spray bottle of the Stainless Steel Cleaner.  

HWCB08 (Copper/Brass Polish)     $10.50 
HWSP08 (Silver Polish)                  $10.50 
HWSSC (Stainless Steel)                  $15.50

End Grain Chopping Block w. Feet 
This fine block is all End-

Grain hardwood, with an oiled 

finish, is tough as nails and 

gentle to knives. Has wooden 

feet with non-slip pads, and fin-

ger slots on the narrow sides for 

easier handling. Made in USA.  

17” x 13” x 2 ¾”, 12 lbs.  

CC1814  $134.50

Catskill’s Original Butcher 
Block Oil Keep your blocks 

in tip-top shape. Non-toxic 

and FDA approved for food 

contact. Good stuff. 8oz bottle  

CC0111  $12.50

Super Slab Chopping Block 
A true beauty… Not for the weak or faint of 

heart, since this gorgeous and huge, end-grain 

chopping block weighs a veritable ton. And it 

makes a lot of sense, since after many years of 

hard usage, merely flip it over and use the other 

side, and then you won’t outlive this block! Oiled 

finish, with finger slots for easier handling. Made 

in USA. A large 20” x 20” x 3” thick; weighs 36 lb! 

 CC12020  $269.50

Herb Scissors This little 

wonder has five sharp 3”  

stainless steel blades that will 

make mincing and chopping a 

breeze. Comes with a cleaning 

device. Dishwasher safe. 7 ½”  

RSVSNIP  $19.50

Mussel Brush Before you 

throw your Perna Canaliculas 

into the steamer, give the outer 

shells a firm brushing, to clean 

‘em. Untreated beechwood, has 

stiff union fiber. 3 ½” x 2” x 1 ¼” 

R302610  $15.50

Spice Grinder with Storage 
Perfect tool for grinding and 

pulverizing just about anything 

that needs to be crushed. Store 

unused spices under the beech-

wood lid. 3 ½” tall  

M076080  $49.50

Butter Shaver Made of highly polished stain-

less steel that shaves small pieces of cold butter 

on one side and provides a smooth spreading 

edge on the other. 7” length. Dishwasher safe. 

RSVBTR  $12.50

Toast Tongs Handy, untreated 

beechwood tongs that won’t short 

out the toaster. 7” long 

R751217  $9.50

Breakfast Knife Rust resistant,  

this traditional shape, the “original humpback 

knife,” is the perfect knife for not only spreading 

butter but also cutting bread, sausage and cheese 

easily. Oiled beechwood handle that is ~8 ½” long. 

Blade is 4 ½”.  R758003  $39.50

Dinner Table Brush Don’t be a crumb-bum… 

Let this cute hedgehog sweep up that crumby 

mess. Oiled beech with long black horsehair  

bristles. 4 ½” x 5 ½”  R421110  $25.50

Table Sweeping Set This two-piece set has a 

beech & stainless steel pan, and a magnetically 

attached beech brush with stiff, light horse-hair 

bristles. 6 ¼” x 4 ¼” R421050  $89.50

Stainless Steel Sink Tray  Best way to care 

for your brushes is to dry them after use. Place 
your brush face-down onto this tray and water 
will drain away from the wood. 9 ¾” long  

                              RVCSL  $15.50

Painless Nutcracker  You won’t catch your  

fingers in this one! Besides, it’s great for opening 

stubborn sparkling wine bottles too. Made of  

aluminum with wood. 7 ¼” long  

R753600 $32.50



The Ultimate Vortex Blender The perfect 

solution to minimize your energy consump-

tion. Not only that, you'll get some exercise 

every time you make yourself a smoothie. This 

fabulous hand-cranked unit has a powerful 

two-speed gear system that crushes ice or 

works as a regular food 

processor, all the while saving 

you electricity! Besides, it’ll 

work during power outages, or 

in your rustic cabin in the 

woods. Made of stainless steel 

and durable co-polyester. Has 

a 1.5L pitcher and shot cap 

made of tough BPA-free resin and has a pour-

through locking lid design to prevent spillage. Has 

a wide base and C-clamp to secure the unit to most 

tables or counters. 10 ½” x 6 ½” x 5 ¾”, 4 lbs 12 oz   

GS79365  $199.50
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Mushroom Brush 
When you clean mushrooms, 

you gotta be careful, they’re 

delicate. Oiled beech handle 

with light horse-hair bristles. 

measures 1 ¾”Ø   

R331010  $12.50

Vintage Ice Trays Just like the old ones!  

Pull the lever and crack the ice, and  

the cubes come out. Better than plastic.  

18 Cube Tray is 11” x 4 ½” x 1”;  

Large 6 Cube Tray is 7 ¼” x 5” x 2 ½”.

HIC93251  (Aluminum)           $24.50 
RSVP18       (Stainless Steel)        $34.50 

RSVP6          (Stainless Large)      $34.50

Sturdy Ice Scoop  
Scooping is more sanitary than 

handling. Made of heavyweight 

stainless steel for uncompro-

mised durability. 10 ¼” long  

RSVICE  $19.50

Willie Woodpecker Tooth-
pick Despenser This whim-

sical vintage woodpecker serves 

up a toothpick when you push 

his head. Great for serving  

appetizers or cocktails. Comes 

with 20 picks and is BPA free. 

Holds 75 appetizer or  

standard toothpicks.  

3 ½” Ø x 4 ½” tall 

RSWWP $15.50

Mushroom Field-Knife Perfect tool for you 

mycologists to take into the forests. Oiled wooden 

handle with brass rivets, specialized blade, and ten 

bundles of bristles. Unfold, cut and clean. 8” open 

R758085  $58.50

Deluxe Veggie Brush 
This is the one. Handy, oval 

shape made of untreated 

beechwood, with tampico and 

union fiber, to get your vegeta-

bles nice and clean. 5 ¼” long  

R302607  $10.50

Fruit Brush These brushes 

have both soft and stiff bristles, 

made from Palmyra fiber. The 

handle is made with oiled 

Thermowood. 3 ¾” long   

R331073  $26.50 

Kitchen All Around Shears Made by WASA in Solingen, 

these fine scissors are made from warm forged and hardened 

C45-C60 steel. In addition to cutting, these fabu-

lous shears also pop off bottle caps, 

open stubborn jar lids, and tighten 

loose screws. Easily taken apart for 

thorough cleaning or sharpening. 8 ½” x 3”    

WA4200RFR  $78.50

Milk Bottle Brush  
Thermos, coffee pots, and yup, 

milk bottles if you shop at your 

co-op. Beech handle with light 

horse-hair bristles. 13 ¾” long 

R320601  $13.50

Chopping Board with Mezzaluna   
Crafted from flat-grain hardwood, with a con-

cave chopping area, matching the steel-bladed 

chopper with comfortable wooden handle. Oiled 

finish with non-slip rubber pad feet. Made in 

USA. 8” x 8” x ¾”   CC1215  $39.50

Coir Fibre Veggie Scrub 
Due to coir fibre’s zero water 

retension, this veggie scrubber 

won’t be a breeding ground for 

bacteria. 4”  R305500 $5.50

Papa’s Rotary Cheese Grater Stainless steel 

and spring-loaded, this rotary Cheese Grater is 
the best there is for grating cheeses, nuts, bread-
crumbs, blocks of baking chocolate and other 
firmer ingredients. Easy to use, load and store. 

This is what waiters use. HIC42146  $69.50

Funnel with Filter  
This wonderful large stainless 

steel funnel with a finger loop, 

has a lift-out mesh filter for 

straining your liquids. It’s nice 

and heavy and dishwasher safe. 

5”Ø x 3 ½” KP38591 $39.50



Wee-Little Chef  
This little chef with wooden 

spoon is hand-made of pure 

Alpaca in Peru. 5 ½” tall 

LPCHM  $49.50
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Vintage Egg Beater  
If you’re like me, you don’t like 

loud appliances in your house. 

This vintage egg beater will get 

the job done, plus burn up 

some calories. Constructed  

entirely from 18/8 stainless steel 

with nice acrylic handle and 

knob. Smooth operating gears 

make beating or whipping eggs 

or heavy cream a cinch. 12 ¼” 

BEATER  $39.50 

Egg Pricker If you’re boiling 

eggs, do yourself a favor with 

this pricker. Take the raw egg 

and make a small hole on the 

egg’s top. That way it won’t 

crack. Stainless Steel. 1 ½”Ø  

RVEGPOK  $9.50

Egg Scissors Yeah, yeah..,  

we know you’ll hardly ever use 

this wonderful device, but we 

couldn’t resist offering it any-

way! Made to lop off the top  

of a soft-boiled egg at break-

fast. 18kt gilding. 5” long  

WA5005  $99.50

The Best Four-Egg Poacher  
This set is by far the best I’ve ever owned. 

Each egg is perfectly cooked in-

side the nonstick cups. The pan 

is made from durable 18/8 

stainless steel with a thick encap-

sulated base with aluminum core 

for quick, even heat distribution. 

The magnetic stainless steel base 

makes this pan safe to use on induction 

cooktops. The pan can also be used as a one-quart sauté 

with the fully tempered glass lid. All parts are dishwasher safe.  

RVPCH4  $69.50

Chef ’s Toque Gosh, we  

just couldn’t resist this fabulous 
100% cotton Toque. After all,  
if you must slave in the kitchen, 
you may as well get some re-
spect! 8” x 6” One size fits most. 

HIC02300  $15.50

Butter Slicer for Pastry 
Quickly slice perfect pats of butter 
with this quality 18/8 stainless steel 
butter slicer. Ideal for individual 
servings or for preparing butter for 
pastry doughs. 8” overall length. 

Dishwasher safe. RSVBS $15.50

Cook Book Holder This book holder acts as 

your third and fourth hands in the kitchen! Also 

works well as a sheet music stand, or when you 

are knitting. You get it, we know! The tilt angle 

has three positions, and there are two adjustable 

page-holders, one on either side. The unit  

collapses, so you may shove it into a drawer  

and out of the way when not in use.  

Folded flat 13 ½” x 11” x 2 ½”   

R753327  $69.50

Beechwood Rolling 
Pin Good sized, finely 

finished of untreated beech-

wood, with a stainless steel axle and 

oiled beech handles. The business end of 

the pin is 9 ¾” x 2 ½”Ø, overall is 17 ¼” 

R751725  $22.50

Pastry Brush A serious pastry brush, made  

of untreated beechwood with light bristles.  

7 ¼” long, 1”Ø R750505  $12.50

Baking Dough Whisk  
With a unique flow-through  

design this whisk is perfect for 

mixing wet and dry ingredients 

with less sticking and clogging 

than a wire whisk. Easy to clean. 

Hand wash. Comes in two lengths.  

HIC43752 (12” handle) $12.50 
HIC43753 (15” handle) $15.50

Crank Sifter - Old Style 
A real retro piece, that really 

works splendidly. Quickly 

aerate and blend in 

powdered and other 

fine dry ingredi-

ents by simply 

turning the crank. 

Sorry, we only have 

right-handed ones. 

Made of Stainless  

Steel. 5 Cup capacity 

HIC28015  $19.50

Bench Scraper This multi-purpose bench 

scraper has a wide stainless steel blade for scrap-

ing pastry boards and work surfaces, or use it to 

lift and divide dough, level ingredients, scoop and 

transfer, or cut baked goods right in the pan. The 

blade is securely fastened to a comfortable, con-

toured hardwood handle with a partial tang for 

strength. Hand wash and dry after use. 6” x 4 ¼”  

RSVBSR  $19.50
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Bamboo Appetizer Picks & 
Straws Fabulous reusable  

bamboo drinking straws with 

cleaning brush (8 pack) and  

appetizer picks (100 pack). Per-

fect touch to your dinner party.    

TB6730    (Straws)    $8.50 

HIC7129 (Picks)        $7.50

Bamboo Salt Box Tower  
Triple-tier salt cellar has 1.33 
cups total capacity; top and mid-
dle compartments are 1/3 of a 
cup, the bottom compartment is 
2/3 of a cup. Magnetic locks and 
a swivel design make it easy to 
use with one hand. 3 ½” Ø   

TB8551  $29.50

Bamboo Flatware Set in Case  
This 12 piece set comes in a 

utensil organizer. Perfect for 

picnic, party, or for that matter, 

every day use! Lightweight yet 

durable and strong, this set is as 

large as typical dinner flatware. 

Each is about 8”.    

TB202008  $29.50

Why Bamboo? Well, Bamboo is a fast-growing, strong 
grass that doesn’t require pesticides or fertilizers to grow 
in abundance, making it the perfect material for many 
household products that need to be functional and 
durable. And it’s biodegradable!

Bamboo One of our favorite ‘building materials’ that’s strong, beautiful, easily worked, and endlessly 

renewable. Grass that’s harder than maple! You’ll be pleased by all of these handsome, durable, useful, 

and very green products.

Bamboo Cooking Utensils 
Meant for serious kitchen 

work, these utensils are larger 

than most. Each has a beauti-

fully tapered handle, with an 

oval hanging hole at the top. 

They all measure about 14” long. 

Cooking Spoon  14” x 2 ¾” 

TB78  $10.50 
Spatula  14” x 3” 

TB02  $10.50 
Spaghetti Server   14” x 2 ¾” 

TB74  $12.50 
Ladle   14” x 3 ½” x 2 ¼” 

TB73  $19.50 
Slotted Spoon   14” x 3” 

TB79  $10.50 
Complete Set of Cooking Utensils 

When you purchase all five of 

these serious utensils at once, 

you’ll save a bunch. 

AL8925 $54.50

Barkeeper’s Salt Rimmer  
Designed for a perfectly salted 

margarita or martini glass rim, 

this barkeeper’s rimmer is 

made of bamboo with a magnetic 

locking mechanism to keep your salt 

clean. Can be used for sugar, tajin and other 

flavorings for a delicious twist to drinks.  

5 ½” Ø x 5 ½” x 1 ½” TB2194  $19.50

Expandable Utensil Organizer 
Beautiful, warm, gold-toned, bamboo 
drawer organizer, that is expandable 
from six to eight compartments, by 
simply pulling it out. The base size is 
17 ¾” x 13” x 2 ½” that expands to  
17 ¾” x 22” x 2 ½”, to fit virtually  
all kitchen drawers. When you 
see this, you’ll wish your entire 
kitchen were furnished in 
bamboo. Fabulous! 

TB202043  $45.50

Expandable Cutlery Organizer  
This beautiful bamboo drawer organizer  
is expandable from 18” x 13” x 2 ½” with 
three compartments to 18” x 22” x 2 ½”  
with f ive. Gorgeous, and oh so useful. 

TB207554  $45.50

Butler’s Tray w. Handles We’ve been looking for a large butler’s tray for quite some time. It seems 

that most are made as decorative items, forgetting their ostensible function! Good not only for 

Mother’s & Father’s day breakfast in bed, but for hauling goodies out to the patio  

for a much needed BBQ. A really large, beautifully laminated bamboo tray, with  

slanted sides, and good-sized hand-holds. measures 23” x 15” 3”  

TB7510  $79.50
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Retro Kitchen Timers 
Aren’t you tired of all that 

“beeping”? Here you have 

sturdy, enameled steel, magnetic 

wind-up kitchen timers, that’ll 

ring like an alarm clock when 

time is up! Available in two  

colors. 2 ¾”Ø x 2” 

KP72334    (Cream) $39.50 
KP72365    (Mint) $39.50

Culinary Oil Vessel Many of your favorite 
culinary oils have three enemies: oxygen, light, 
and heat. When exposed to those elements, the 
oil will turn rancid more quickly. The best way to 
prevent this is proper storage. This stainless steel 
vessel will do the job. Its specially vented spout 
pours effortlessly without splashing for less mess 
to clean up. Plus it looks great next to the stove. 
500 milliliter capacity. Dishwasher safe. 

HIC22003  $39.50

Poultry Shears The best there is, spring-loaded 

and all stainless steel, rust free. Note the slight 

curve to the sort of narrow blades, so you  

can get into smaller birds too. 10” long   

FSSK092350  $89.50

Universal Pot Lid with Glass Insert  
I don’t know about you, but some of  
my favorite pans don’t have a lid  
that fits. Well here’s the solution to  
that problem. This stainless steel  
universal lid fits pots or pans from  
7” to 12” Ø. It is made from heavy  
gauge 18/8 stainless steel with a  
tempered glass insert and a steam  
vent. Oven safe to 425°F and is  
dishwasher safe.   

RSVPLID  $39.50

Copper Pot Scrubber 2-Pack 
Fabulous, hard to get woven 

copper scrubbers, will clean 

rust, ceramic cook-tops, pots 

and pans, brightwork on  

bicycles and cars, etc. Two 3” 

scrubbers with instructions. 

R250120  $15.50

Lime Catcher “KESSY” 
This is the environmentally  

responsible way to remove lime 

from your water source in the 

kitchen. Stop using those nasty 

chemicals! 1 ¾” Ø 

R257002  $22.50

Copper Sponge 2-Pack 
Terrific tool! The sponge holds 

the soap and water when clean-

ing. Woven copper and sponge.  

You get one 2 ¾” x 4 ¼” & one 

4” x 5 ½” sponges & instructions. 

R250140  $36.50

Copper Cloth (Hotel Size) 
One of our best sellers... Great 

on chrome, as well as many other 

surfaces that you don’t want to 

scratch. Other uses include pots, 

pans, sinks, ovens, ceramic cook 

tops, glass, stainless steel, etc. As you know, fine copper threads  

remove the most stubborn dirt carefully, because copper is a soft, 

non-abrasive metal. Be sure to use only when wet. Not suitable for 

Teflon or other Non-Stick surfaces! 9” x 10”  

R250105 (Single) $9.50 • JB1053 (Set of 3) $27.50

Cleaning Beads 
What a great idea! Efficiently 

and gently clean the most stub-

born deposits in vases, carafes, 

decanters, etc., by placing these 

beads into the vessel with a bit 

of water, stir until clean. Set 

contains about 1000 copper-

clad carbon steel beads in  

a practical storage jar. 2 ¼” Ø 

R250150  $33.50

Pot Scrubber  
This is a handy, little, 

fist-sized pot scrubber, 

with untreated beech 

handle and Palmyra 

bristles. It’ll get them 

funky cook pots clean 

in a jiffy. 2 ½” Ø  

R322612  $9.50

100% Coconut Pan Scraper The power of nature ... 

Even when wet, the coconut fibre remains very firm. This 

makes it easy to remove burnt-on food from pans and pots 

and from baking trays without scratching them. If the 

scraper starts to fray, simply trim it. It will last for months 

and can be composted when it is finally worn out. 

R325520  $6.50

Condiment Funnel - Set of 3  
Set includes three stainless steel funnels that are 
.5-ounce, .75-ounce, and 2-ounce capacity. Perfect 
for filling cruets with vinegar, olive oil, cooking 
wines, syrup dispensers, salt and pepper shakers, 
cleaning supplies, soap dispensers, spray bottles, 
and more. Compact and nesting for easy storage. 
Chain keeps funnels together and hangs for con-
venience. Dishwasher safe for easy cleanup. 

HIC43813  $19.50
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Scented Wool Dryerball Instead of using 

chemically-coated, wood-based dryer sheets, you 

can ditch the toxins and waste by using these 

wonderful dryerballs. One per package. 

NWDBLA     (Lavender) 
NWDBLG    (Lemongrass)  
NWDR           (Rose) $19.50 each

Four Wool Dryerballs in Tin Made of 100% 

pure New Zealand wool, acting as a soft and 

silent natural fabric softener. Each dryerball will 

last at least 50 loads and is free of all toxins, in-

cluding phosphates. Comes with four unscented 

dryerballs. Tin: 6” x 3” x 6 ½” 

NWDBT  $45.50

Laundry Scrub Brush Pre-treat your 

tough laundry with this handy pearwood 

with light bristle brush. Collars, cuffs, and egg 

stains on the placket. 4 ½” long   

R431011  $59.50

Spot-Gone Stick This stick gently and  

thoroughly removes spots and stains like grass, 

wine, fruit, gravy, blood, and grease. Contains 

palm and lemon oil. 33 gm   

R633002  $9.50

Happy Little Laundress We found this delightful toy, the happy little 

laundress, doing the laundry, while in Germany. It had been out of produc-

tion for over 15 years, and when I saw an old sample at the factory, I asked 

Markus Wagner to re-issue it for us. Luckily he had enough old parts to 

start on them. This is a beautifully lithographed, mechanical tin toy, with a 

wind-up mechanism. You wind it up with the enclosed key, and our little 

laundress gets busy scrubbing on the washboard. The action lasts over a 

half a minute, to the delight of all. Comes in box with 

nice graphics. You and the kids will love this! 5” x 5”   

WAG850  $45.50

Screen Brush   
This oiled beechwood 
brush easily removes 
dust and dirt from your 
screen door or windows. 
Also works great for your dryer 
lint screen. Has two rows of stiff black 

bristles. about 6” long R431215  $24.50

Year of the Rabbit 
Hand-felted rabbit made 

of pure alpaca fibre in 

Peru. 3 ½” long x 4” high   

LPAR  $39.50

Gardener’s Hand & Nail Brush  
This gardener’s hand brush is made of oiled 

beechwood, with short, tough tampico fibers.  

The extra stiff bristles will get both your nails 

and hands clean after digging in the dirt.  

Works like magic!  

4 ¼” long  

R622561   
$18.50

Heavy-Duty  
Hand Soap  
An outstanding  
industrial strength 
soap that works 
great for getting 
grease, grime, tree 
sap, barn muck and plant resins of your hands. 
Made with locally produced goat’s milk and  
natural herbs.  ~4” Woodsman Scent. 

HBHHO  $12.50

Japanese Gardening 
Tool A handy tool for digging, 

planting, cutting, scooping, and pulling weeds. 
Even has 1” depth markers. Made with a solid 
walnut wood handle, 6 ¾” heat tempered blade, 
with straight edge and a serrated side, plus a 

twine cutter! 13 ¾” long  GDN046  $59.50

Wool Picnic Blankets 
These stunning picnic  

blankets have a durable, 

waterproof backing for 

use outdoors. Made with 

80% wool, these blankets 

are top-of-the-line in 

quality and durability. The stitching is solid and 

the weave is very fine. Classic wool blankets are 

great for use in your car, recreational vehicle, 

camper, for hiking, going on picnics, camping, 

and function perfectly as trusted throw blankets 

providing insulation in  

the wet and cold.  

68” x 55”, 5.7 lbs 

SW5000 (Blue Plaid) 

SW5001 (Bay Point)         
$89.00 each

Swinging Coat Hook 
Great, venerable design 
that’ll never get old. Cast 
iron with three rotating 
hooks. 9” x 5 ¼” x 3 ¾” 

ESLH214  $29.50

Blue Plaid 

Picnic Blanket

Bay Point 

Picnic Blanket
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Quelle est Belle  These beautiful, and among the most accurate bird-calls, were developed,  
designed, and made by François Morel, in France, from such materials as beech, maple, leather brass, 
rubber, and tin, since he was a child in the mountains of southern France. Each piece is a statement on 
craft with integrity! Not intended for children, hunters, or those that disturb nesting birds. As the 
company responsible for the calls, Quelle est Belle, clearly states: “We retain the right to refuse to sup-
ply people who cannot fully guarantee their respect for nature.” (See video of these calls on our website.)

American Bird Selection In a nicely made 

wooden box, come six bird-calls for birds: 

Nightingale, Mallard Duck, Skylark, Owl, 

Mourning Dove, and American Robin. Each ex-

quisitely made and tuned. Have some good 

conversations with these feathered friends, and 

then move onto the groups below. Be sure to 

visit our website to see video of these bird-calls 

in use. You’ll be delighted by the quality. Have 

fun and be safe! 

QBA6  $199.50

North American Bird Selection  
In a nicely made wooden box, come six bird-

calls for birds found in this country: Black 

Capped Chickadee, American Robin, Golden 

Plover, Long Billed Curlew, Mourning Dove, 

and Black Billed Cuckoo. Each are exquisitely 

made and tuned. Be sure to visit our website to 

see video of these bird-calls in use. You will be 

delighted by how accurate these calls sound. 

Then go have some good conversations with 

these feathered friends.  QBA2  $199.50

Western American Birds  
Beautifully crafted wooden box containing 

six hand-made bird-calls, for birds of the 

American West: Yellow/Myrtle Warbler, Mal-

lard Duck, Moorhen, Owl, American Robin 

and Mourning Dove. Each exquisitely hand-

made and tuned. Have fun talking with our 

feathered friends, and please take care! Visit 

us online to watch videos of each bird-call in 

use. Have fun and be safe! 

QBA8  $199.50

Birds of Every Day CD+Booklet  Hear, discover, learn to 

recognize the song, and the cries, of everyday birds. Recorded by 

Claude Chappuis, a famous French ornithologist, these 66 famil-

iar birds are presented, by species, their territorial song, warning, 

or contact cry, and flight song. The booklet with the CD brings 

you all the additional information to learn more about the bird, 

its life, its word.  QBACD1  $33.50

Ultimate Tornado Umbrella  
Whether you believe in “climate change” or 

not, one thing is for certain, it sure is 

storming and raining a lot more than 

it used to. Here’s the real thing! 

This brulla is huge and incredibly 

strong. With a 50” diameter and 

40 ½” length, a wooden shaft 

with a big comfortable, 

chestnut crook, the ten 

main ribs have double 

stretchers! No wind will 

blow it inside out. The 

fabric is a durable, 

navy cotton/nylon 

blend. Custom made 

for us in Spain. The 

last you’ll ever need.   

FIB2220  $219.00 Big Enough For Two!

Needle-Felting Birds, Peru 
These anatomically correct birds are 

hand-felted from pure alpaca fibre and 

are dyed in small batches by local fair-

trade artisans in Peru. Each is a work 

of art and will fit in the palm of your 

hand. Needle felting is a dry felting 

method typically using wool with its 

barbs that felt quickly. However, these 

works of art are made of certified al-

paca fiber to make them softer and 

more artistic. You’ll love them.

Felted Hummingbird 
5” long x 2” high   

LPHUM  $49.50

Felted Woodpecker  
6” long x 2” high   

LPWPK  $39.50

Felted Macaw  
5” long x 2” high   

LPMCW  $39.50

Felted Puffin  
5” long x 2” high   

LPPFN  $39.50

These felted critters are all hand-made in Peru in small batches 
and are often out-of-stock. Your patience is appreciated!
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Healing Chime, Silver  
The special tuning creates the  

illusion that there are more 

tones than tubes! Black and 

teak finish ash wood. 34” long 

WCHC  $119.50

Amazing Grace Chime 
Tuned to opening measures  

of “Amazing Grace.” Has a re-

moveable windcatcher that can 

be engraved. We have it in two 

different colors. 40” long 

WCAGLB (Bronze)  $109.50 

WCAGLS (Silver)       $99.50 

Emperor Gong, Medium  
Inspired by traditional Asian 
design that offers wonderful 
sound, intended to reflect  
balance, harmony, grace and 
beauty. 10” Ø Gong 

WCEGCC  $149.50

Magical Mystery Chimes 
These chimes feature a musical 
phenomenon known as Octave 
Doubling. Here’s how it works 
—you remember the Do-Re-
Mi-Fa-So-La-Ti-Do scale 
from The Sound of Music? 
The “Do” notes that come at 
the start and end of this scale 
are the same note, an octave 
apart. Notes separated by an 
octave are considered harmoni-
cally equivalent and “ring” to-
gether in a way that adds a 
pleasing sound to the music. 
Our Magical Mystery Chimes 
take this theory to the extreme 
— each note of the wind chime 
is matched with its “octave 
double.” Never before used in 
windchimes, this special tuning 
heightens the harmonics, creat-
ing a song that must be heard 
to be believed. Both have re-
moveable windcatcher that can 
be engraved.

Taj Mahal When doubled, 
the notes of a North Indian 
raga scale sound as grand as the 
Taj Mahal. This chime’s sound 
is mysterious and peaceful. It’s 
as lovely as the story behind 
the famous palace. Inspired by 
love, an emperor had the Taj 
Mahal built in memory of his 
beloved wife during the 17th 
century. 39” long 
WCMMTM  $139.50

Space Odyssey Tuned to 
the intervals of the first notes 
of the famous symphonic 
poem, Thus Sprach Zarathustra 
by Richard Strauss, Stanley 
Kubrick’s 1968 film 2001:  
A Space Odyssey. The chime-
within-a-chime design couples 
notes in four octaves which  
exponentially increases the 
soundscape and quadruples  
the octave doubling effect! 55” 

WCMMSO  $269.50

Delaune Birdhouses Mike is an engineer by day and woodworker by night. He makes these 

wonderful, whimsical birdhouses out of repurposed Coastal Redwood and Western Cedar. These houses 

are well-crafted wood sculptures. They’re all unpainted and are designed with a 1 ¼” entrance hole, which 

is attractive to most birds and discouraging to unwanted species. Your birds are going to love you for their 

fancy new digs. All come with chain for hanging.

Windblown Birdhouse Meant for your more 

artistic feather friends. Made with re-purposed 

Coastal Redwood and Western Cedar. Comes with 

chain & a 4-screw clean-out door. 9” x 6 ¾” x8 ¾”  

HBWB2  $99.50

Garden Chalet Deluxe Fun whimsical hand-

made birdhouse with option to clean-out and keep 

your birds’ house tiddy. 10 ½” x 9” x 9”  

HBCHD3  $99.50

A-Frame Birdhouse A classic design. This 

hand-made birdhouse has a clean-out so you can 

keep house for your birds. 11” x 9” x 8 ¼”  

HBAFRM  $99.50

Hummingbird Cottage Feeder 
We’ve seen and evaluated 
hundreds of hummingbird 
feeders over time, and they  
all work, but none have ever 
pleased us like this little 
cottage! Hand-made of 
all redwood, by our 
friends in Red-
wood Country. 
You lift up the 
hinged roof to 
take out and re-
place the feeding 
bottle. Clever. A 
small chain on the ridgeline 
secures it to a tree branch. 
(No, the hummingbirds do 
not nest inside the house). 
This will delight you and our 
feathered friends. 7” x 7” x 8”, 
and the feeder bottle extends  
7” from the bottom.   

DBHF1U  $89.50
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Cabin Hooks We have these delightfully  

old-time, cast-iron, cabin hooks. Great for  

the garden gate. Comes in two sizes.   

ESLH225 6 ½” x 2 ¼”        $12.50 

ESLH226 10 ¼” x 2 ¾”      $17.50

Leather Fly Swatter Nice oak-tanned leather, 

and an oiled beech handle, make this a primo  

instrument of insect murder. 20” long 

R457070  $32.50

Humane Mouse Trap This trap is made of 

wire and untreated ash, let’s you catch mice and 

then feed them to your python. Or, if you must, 

set ‘em free… 5+”Ø R457050  $26.50

HumBug Anti-Bug Soap Hand-made with  

natural essential oils that bugs hate (Peppermint, 

Cedarwood, Lavender, and Tea Tree). Perfect soap 

to shower with before you head outside. 

HBBUG  $12.50

Indoor-Outdoor Atomic Wall Clock 
Terrific for outside use. It is regulated by an 

atomic clock, which is located near Fort 

Collins, Colorado. Your “atomic” clock actually 

has a miniature radio receiver inside, which is 

permanently tuned to receive the 60 kHz signal, 

which keeps perfect time. This clock automati-

cally adjusts to Daylight Savings times. Has  

a weather resistant housing. Shows time, tempera-

ture and humidity, in large analog dials. Takes one 

AA battery. 18” Ø  LA3181PLX1  $129.50

Garden Bell Crafted by a company that’s been 

in the business of making only bells since 1832..! 
Hang this by your front door as the most beauti-
ful doorbell you’ll ever hear; post it on the back 
deck to call the kids for dinner; attach it to a gate 
so you know every time it swings open; or use it 
to call your horses in for their meal. The sound 
of this bell is exquisite. Has three clappers inside 
each of the three gongs. Every time you pull the 
chain or shut the garden gate, you hear the melo-
dious sound of nine clappers. 4” x 11” x 7”, 1.8 lbs 

BVGB  $169.50

Brass Shopkeeper’s / Garden Gate Doorbell 
Attach to your kitchen door or gate, and enjoy 

the discrete tinkling of the little brass bell when 

the door is opened or closed. Made in the USA by 

a company that’s been making bells since 1832. 

Takes two little screws, not included, to mount.  

7” overall; Bell has 1 ½” Ø. BSK2  $24.50

Lollygag Bell This is an  

astonishingly beautiful bell. 
Not only because of its hand-
some looks, quality materials 
and manufacture, but also be-
cause of its loud peal and very 
pleasant tone. Crafted in the 
USA by a company that’s been 
in the business of making only 
bells since 1832..! That’s a lot 
of bells and loads of experi-
ence. Cast of solid brass, 
with a 5”Ø, with a cast 
iron clapper. The handle 
is a turned hardwood, 
topped with a brass 
finial. 9 ¼” x 5”, ~1 lb 

B8HB  $69.00

Doggie Brush  
Waxed beech handled 

brush, with mixed 

tampico and union  

bristles and metal pins. 

Your dog will thank 

you. 9 ¼” long 

R492523  
$39.50

Silent Dog Whistle Adjust the pitch variably, 

from low to higher frequencies. Fabulous piece, 

complete with lanyard. 4 ¼” long   

ES1962  $23.00

Lil’ Deer Fawn 
This sweet little 

fawn is needle-

felted by hand of 

pure alpaca in Peru. 

5 ½” tall x 3 ¼” long   

LPDF  $39.50

Kitty Litter Scoop Strong, 

durable stainless steel scoop has a 
6 ½” long handle and 11 ¼” overall 
length. High sides and a broad 5” 
wide opening make clean up 
quick. Throw out that plas-
tic one. This will be the 
last scoop you’ll need – 
saving money for 
treats and toys! 

RSMILO  $19.50

Cat Brush Your kitty will love 

you for maintaining her fur 

with this varnished beech-

wood brush with 7-rows of 

soft light bristles. 7 ¼”  

R491019  $25.50
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Brush Key Fob  
Made of untreated 
beech with soft white 
goat hair. 2” long 

R800000  $14.50
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Conservation Bat Box  Features twin vertical 

chambers and a front ladder with secured open-

ing lid for professional inspection. The Bat Box is 

part of our range of high-specification habitats 

aimed at conservation professionals and pro 

landscapers. Designed for multi-species. It is 

handmade from untreated solid, high quality, 

durable FSC certified timber which provides 

longevity and easy insulation. 17 ½” x 9 ¾” x 5 ¾” 

CSVBB  $99.50

Artisan Nesters  Hand-woven and hand-

stitched onto a metal frame providing small 

backyard birds with essential protection against 

the weather in Winter and nesting in Spring. 

May be hung or secured into bushes or shrubs 

with the integrated fixing wire. They’re Fair 

Trade products, great for the birds and for the 

women in Bangladesh who make these 

from seagrass and recycled saris.  

Colors may vary. 

Anita Nester (6 ¼” x 5 ½” x 5 ½”) 
AN1  $59.50 

Shesali Nester (7 ¾” x 4 ¾” x 4 ¾”) 

AN2  $59.50

Frogilo Frog and Toad Home An attractive 

retreat for frogs, toads and other amphibians giv-

ing valuable protection from predators. Made in 

frost resistant ceramic, it features an open space 

at the front of the base with an 

over-wintering shelf at the back. 

Comes with a gift display.  

About 7 ¾” x 7 ¾” x 7 ¾” 

CFTH2  $79.50

Simon King Robin Nester - Brushwood 
This is a natural and lightweight nester and an 

all-year-round roosting habitat to help the sur-

vival of wild birds. The base of the brushwood 

nester has a rattan landing platform with a low 

dividing wall providing a safe and secret retreat 

for nesting or roosting.  

5 ½” x 10” x 5” 

SKSECRET   
$49.50

Small Bird Nester  Here’s a sturdy nest pocket 

that’s supported with an inside frame covered 

with natural brushwood material woven onto a 

wire frame with integrated fixing hook. These 

nesting pouches can be fixed into shrubs, placed 

under eaves or in an open shed to attract house 

wrens and chickadees. 9 ¾” x 6 ¼” x 6 ¾” 

RNP7  $39.50

Doormat With Side Scraper Cleans the side 

of your shoes as well the bottoms. This doormats 
has wooden elements resting on rubber feet. 
Even when the floor is moist, the mat stays dry. 
Still, it should not be subjected to constant, heavy 
moisture because of the wood. Made of oiled 
beechwood and horsehair bristles. 13 ¾” x 10” 

R451010  $99.50

Witch’s Garden Broom The best broom we’ve 

ever found, especially for outside work. Made 

with a poplar handle and long coconut tree 

fibers, bound with coconut fibers. It won’t rot, 

mildew or lose its shape, fall apart, or generally 

make you angry! Good for indoors and outdoors. 

Wet or dry. Sweep leaves, snow, cobwebs, gar-

dens, gutters, grout, or whatever needs cleaning. 

Works well smoothing gravel driveways. When 

done with your sweeping chores, just rinse it off 

and let it dry. Simple! Give them to all your 

friends or get a bunch for yourselves. 55” x 15”   
R125545       (1 Broom)        $49.50  
R125545B    (2 Brooms)      $89.50 
R125545C   (3 Brooms)      $119.50



Gutter Cleaner  Fabulous tool 

that cleans debris and leaves 

out of gutters. Has a telescop-

ing handle that extends to 53” 

and a stainless steel cleaning 

blade with a rubber lip, shaped 

to roughly fit the gutter.   

R306030 $82.50
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Window Thermometer 
Gorgeous, copper, instru-

ment so you can tell how 

chilly it’s out there.  

Traditional design.  

9 ¾” x 2” x 3 ¼” 

ESTH70  $36.50

Outdoor Dustpan Ideal for use with our  

Outdoor or Workshop Hand Brush. Made of 

stained beechwood with varnished dark green 

metal. 16 ½” long R207077  $26.50

Workshop Brushes Perfect for dusting off 

your work bench or wood-working projects. 

Made of untreated beechwood with soft black 

horse hair or stiff arenga fiber bristles. 17” long 

R180643  (Soft)     $28.50 
R183043 (Stiff )    $17.50

Outdoor Patio Furniture Hand Brushes 
These brushes are the perfect tool for cleaning 

outdoor patio furniture. We have them in two 

sizes. Both are made with an untreated beech-

wood handle with arenga fiber, 

which is derived from the 

Asian sugar palm. It’s finer 

and softer than other palm 

fibers, but is tough and elastic.  

R183028  (11” long) $14.50 

R183035  (14” long) $29.50

Gutter Scoop  This scoop is 

especially designed for cleaning 

gutters. Has an adjustable, 

oiled beech handle with stain-

less steel scoop. 13 ½” x 4”Ø  

R306020  $49.50

Gutter Cleaner

Gutter Scoop

Bird Window Stickers 
This will help prevent 

smaller birds from breaking  

their necks flying against 

your reflective windows. 

Five bird silhouettes. 9” x 9”   

ESFB9  $9.50

Scroll Design  
Doorbell Gorgeous  

cottage doorbell made  

of cast-iron, with a nice,  

oxidized patina. Grab the 

lanyard and you’ll wake 

‘em up with a clear peal.  

7 ½” x 4 ¼” x 7 ¾” 

ESDB40  $34.50 

Flower Pot Brush  
Perfectly shaped for the  

standard shaped terra-cotta 

flower-pots. Beech handle 

with bahia fiber. 4 ¾” Ø x 6”   

R305010  $34.50

Garden Tool Scraper Brush Wow, we needed 

this one. Oiled beech, handle that has a scraper 

front edge, and tough union bristles, with a 

handy shape. Has a leather lanyard. 11 ½” long  

R312629  $19.50

Bonsai/Gardening Scissors Rust resistant 

with heat-treated, 2” stainless steel blades, which 
may be re-sharpened. Walnut handle. Design may 

vary slightly. 3 ¾” x 7 ¾” GDN059  $52.50
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Spoke Brush Clean up and make those wheels 

sparkle again. Or, use it on those cool mag rims on 

your Bimmer. Has untreated beech handle and 

stiff horse-hair bristles at both ends. 1 2/3”Ø x 15”  

R500652   $29.50

Bike Brush Set Great for cleaning your ebike, 

or any two-wheeled mode of transportation. 

Made with horse-hair bristles, the big brush will 

gently clean big surfaces like the frame and tires, 

while the smaller brush will clean the more intri-

cate parts. Bend to get to hard-to-reach spots. 

Bristle area: 5” x 1” Ø;  6 ¼” x 3” Ø  

R301202   $39.50

Craftsman’s 
Hand Brush  
Especially de-

signed for tradesmen that 

get really mean crud, like dried adhe-

sives, axle grease, etc., on their hands. This flat 

oiled beech with real short, and stiff boar bristles, 

will do the job! 4 ¼” x 1 ¾”  R621035  $17.50

Beech Handle Rice Straw 
Hand Broom Handy little 

broom for whatever ails you! 

Long enough so you don’t 

throw your back out. Great 

for sweeping out the mini-

van and getting rid of all 

that darn sand! 17” long 

R184542  $23.50

Mini Hand Broom  
Great little broom for cleaning  

out the floor boards or wherever  

a big broom doesn’t fit. Untreated 

beechwood with rice straw. 9” long  

R034521  $13.50

Superior Edge Brush When you need to get 

into those often overlooked edges, here’s the 

brush for you. Untreated beech handle with a 

metal armature filled with light boar bristles. 

Great for shutters, fireplace hearth and  

between furniture. 9” long  

R531025  $29.50

Rice Straw Hand Broom Great designs really never 

need “up-grading,” as is certainly true with this centuries 

old Dutch, hand broom design. Entirely hand-made. 

Cleverly cut, shaped, and hand-tied, of sorghum 

straw, (there’s no such thing as “rice straw”), 

from the Balkans. The handiest little broom 

for workbench, or sweeping out the car mats. 

Get a couple, and hang ‘em where you need 

them. 12 ½” tall  R184524  $16.50

Car Snow Brush Damned useful tool if you 

live where it snows! Long enough so you don’t 
wind up looking like a snowman. Good for any-
thing you need to sweep with more reach. Made 

in Germany by hand with a waxed 
beech handle and coco fiber bristles. 

25 ½” long  R185565  $32.00

Cockpit Duster After running the desert in 

your Range Rover, you might want to get  

rid of all that nasty dust on the in-

strument panel or dashboard. 

Oiled beech handle with 

light Chinese long-haired 

goat hair. 8 ¼” long 

R460121  $54.50

Crack & Corner Brush  
This fan-shaped double brush 

serves to getting into tight cor-

ners and narrow cracks. I use this 

one for my car. It gets into those 

small crevices and air vents, while 

having a brush for large surfaces. 

Oiled beech handle with dark 

boar bristles. 10 2/3” long  

R461130  $69.50

Brass Wire Brush Hard to find brass wire  

brush with untreated beechwood handle. 8 ¾” long 

R317022  $12.50

Brass Wire Brush / Spark Plug Brush 
Untreated beechwood with handle  

and wire bristles. 5 ½” long   

R317014  $6.50

Stainless Steel Bucket This stunning, 

polished stainless steel, food-quality 

bucket measures 10 ½”Ø top, 8”Ø bottom x 

11” tall, 8 liter (2.11 gal.) capacity, with a 

set in bottom and a generously large, solid 

3/16” bale. This should be the last bucket 

you’ll ever need to get. You’ll love it.  

R027010  $99.50
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Stand-Up Sweeper & Pan 
Why bend over when you can 

do these pesky chores standing 

up? Stable and tip-proof dust-

pan and broom, made of oiled 

beech, horsehair, and a stainless 

steel dustpan. 35 ½” tall 

R180690  $198.50

Ne-Plus-Ultra Foxtail Brush & Dust Pan  
I love this set so much that I don’t even let my housekeeper 

use it! Glorious, hand-made, varnished, two-toned wood, 

with soft, split horsehair foxtail, combined with this trian-

gular shaped, polished stainless steel with rubber edge, 

and oiled beechwood handle dustpan. Jeez, I was never 

a clean-up fan, but now I find myself bending over 

often. Just goes to show that these fine imple-

ments are genuinely good for your health 

too! Foxtail 12” x 3” x 3 ¼”;  

Dustpan 14” x 10” 

R117033S $107.50

The Best Foxtail Brush  
You’ll never go back to one of 

those nylon and plastic pieces of 

crap, after you use one of these 

fine hand brooms! Has an oiled 

beech handle and luxurious, split 

horse-hair bristles! 12” long   

R180330  $49.50

The Best Dust Pan  
Stainless steel with rubber 

blade, with oiled beech handle 

and leather lanyard for neatly 

stowing it away. 17 ¾” long  

R207066  $36.50

Best Foxtail Brush  
& Dust Pan Set 
Get both the “Best  

Foxtail Brush & Dust  

Pan” and save a bunch. 
R180066  $76.50

Goat Hair Duster 
Big, soft fluff of long white 

goat’s hair on a waxed beech 

handle with a leather lanyard. 

The duster’s handle has two 

holes, one at the end, and one 

at an angle, so you can get into 

corners more easily. 7”Ø fluff  

(White Bristles). 31 ½” long 

R460180  $109.50

Cobweb Broom 
With a big head of black 

horse-hair on a waxed beech 

handle with a leather lanyard. 

The broom’s handle has two 

holes, one at the end, and one 

at an angle, so you can get into  

corners more easily. 7”Ø fluff   

(Black Bristles). 31 ½” long 

R460680  $109.50

Dust brushes of soft hand-constructed goathair 

bristles are specially suited for sensitive smooth 

surfaces, such as pianos, glass tables, etc. In a 

treatment called “f inishing,” all natural hair  

is cleaned, scoured, and combed in a costly  

multi-stage process.

White/Black Goat Hair Duster 
Made with a beautifully turned pearwood  

handle, with leather lanyard, and a big puff of 

super-soft, light, Chinese long-haired goat hair. 

So soft it won’t scratch the most delicate  

antique you dust. 13 1/3” long 

R460134  (White) $69.50 

R460534  (Black) $69.50

Goat Hair Dust Brush  
This sickle-shaped dust brush 

is hand-made with luxuriously 

soft goat hair with a waxed 

beechwood handle. Good for 

surfaces that you don’t want to 

scratch, such as fine furniture 

or window seals. 15 ½” long 

R460139  $69.50

Cushion Brush Shaped in such a way, that 

you can attack any corner of your sofa cushions. 

Has a waxed beech handle, with light boar bris-

tles. 11 ¾” long R461030  $82.50

Carpet Brush What you need to 

spot clean carpet, rugs, and floor 

mats. Madagascar fiber on nicely 

shaped, oiled beechwood handle. 

11 ¼” long R346000  $25.50 



When sweeping, always sweep in the same direction: 
pulling toward you and not pushing away to conserve the 
horsehair. All brooms are handmade with split horsehair, 
where each end is split in the mechanical process, making it 
softer, more flexible and ideal for collecting even the f inest 
dust. To care for your broom, never leave it standing in dirt, 
and always store the broom hanging.
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Stand-Up Scrubber 
Serious scrub brush, made of 

oiled beech with tough, hard, 

union fibers. Has a steel handle 

holder. 8 ¾” x 3 ¼”  Unthreaded 

broomstick included.   

R242608  $43.50

Carpet Fringe Comb 
After vacuuming, use this 

handy tool to sort out the 

fringes. Oiled beech-

wood. 28 ½” long  

R347575  $43.50

Unthreaded broomstick

Carpet Beater Yeah.., try and find one of these effective 

tools today! Whether it’s a rug, an old army blanket you’ve 

recently used camping, or the doggie bed, this is the tool for 

you. Made of rattan reeds. 29 ½” long   

R349400 $29.50

Horsehair Broom 
Gorgeous, hand-made broom made 

of split horsehair. In the mechanical 

process, each hair is split to make it 

softer and more flexible thus 

ideal for collecting even the 

finest dust. Made of waxed 

beechwood. (Comes with a threaded 

wooden broomstick). 55” x 11”   

R120635  $119.50

Goat-Hair Dust Broom 
Made of precious goat-hair, twisted in 

wire, with oiled beechwood. 14”Ø (Comes 

with adjustable threaded metal pole).    

R460130  $74.50

Spider Web Broom Great, indoor/out-

door tool for ridding yourself of those nasty 

cobwebs. Threaded, oiled beech, with horse-

hair bristles twisted in wire. 14 ¾” long 

(Comes with adjustable threaded metal pole). 

R460630  $59.50

Street Broom 
Tough, oiled ash wood, with 

arenga fiber, broom head. Has 

a black iron broomstick 

holder. 15 ¾” (Unthreaded 

broomstick included). 

R143041  $74.50

Duster “Vienna” Style — Fetching Broom  
Better than a vacuum. Great dust and 

cobweb brush with waxed beech-

wood and dark horse hair. This 

seductive looking brush has 

wrap-around bristles that grab 

particles of dirt with impres-

sive efficiency. Definitely a 

great tool with loads of style. 

Comes with a threaded mount 

for broom or telescoping handle. 

Comes with threaded telescopic metal 

broomstick. The cleaning business is  

15 ¾” wide and stands 60” tall.   

R460642  $172.50

Threaded 
broomstick  
55” long

Threaded Telescopic  
Metal broomstick

House Plant Leaves Brush  
A redeveloped model of a brush 

once used in Emperor William’s 

orangeries. This oiled pearwood, 

stainless steel, and goat-hair 

brush will keep your house-

plants happy. 13 ¾”  

R460135  $89.50
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Niche Duster Designed for sensitive surfaces 

and niches. Hand-made of oiled beechwood with 

long goat hair on one side and fine bristles on 

the other.  9 ¾” long   R460125  $69.50

Hand Threaded Dust Brush for Sensitive 
Surfaces Oiled beechwood handle. Good 

for lenses, computer screens, etc. 5 ½” long   

R460114  $36.50

Venetian Blind Brush 
Oiled beech handle. The  

ends of the bristles are capped,  

to avoid scratching. 3 ¼” bristle  

area with 1”Ø  with 4 ¾” handle  

R510504  $41.50
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Portable Caddy Whether it’s for cleaning  

supplies, as a kitchen utensil holder, a sauce and 

cutlery basket at barbecues, or for taking garden-

ing tools to the vegetable patch this handy caddy 

will help you carry your load. Simple, sturdy, 

lightweight and practical; with tight-fitting  

dividers on one side and a larger, full-length 

compartment on the other. 9 ½” x 6 ¾” x 5 ¼” 

R027002  $39.50

Deluxe Hand Dust Mitt 
Fabulous tool for cleaning the most delicate sur-

faces. Incredibly soft, dust-busting lambswool. 

Will fit any hand. Great for cleaning automobile 

interiors, especially dashboards! 10” x 8” x 1 ¾” 

WSC53  $27.50

Classic Lambswool Duster 
This duster is made with  

premium-tipped lambswool,  

on a smooth hardwood handle, 

for strength. Has a hand-tied 

leather loop for hanging up. 

These may be washed, as 

needed, and should last close  

to a lifetime. 24” long 

WSD24  $19.50

Lambswool Shampoo 
When your lambswool dusters 

get dirty, here’s the solution. 

Highly concentrated, 

biodegradable, and phosphate 

free duster shampoo with lano-

lin. (Useful for other wool 

cleaning too). Lanolin is the 

key. After you wash ‘em, dry 

out completely, then comb, and 

fluff out the fibers with either 

our cleaning comb or fur brush 

found within these pages. 4fl oz   

WSD56  $9.50

Wedge Mop 
Hand-made of soft, luxurious lambswool and 

comes complete with a solid 48” lacquered 

hardwood handle with pivoting head. 

Great for hardwood floors 

or tile. Easy to 

clean with 

Lambswool 

Shampoo. 

WSDD58   
$39.50

Ceiling Fan Duster 
Wow, what a great and thoughtful product!  

Designed to make the dusting and cleaning of 

your ceiling fan blades easy. Made using all natu-

ral lambs wool, the duster cylinders thoroughly 

clean both sides of the fan blades in one swipe! 

The duster and frame hold the fan blade securely 

to keep the fan from spinning. The telescopic 

pole makes reaching and working a breeze. Comes 

with a telescopic, steel pole that extends from 33” to 

59”.  Turn OFF the fan before cleaning! Duh! 

WSDCFD10  $59.50

HANDMADE
Fam i l y  Fa r me d

U. S. A
in

Fur & Lambskin Brush  
Especially made to keep your lambskins 

shining and cuddly soft but also great 

for brushing your fur babies. This 

brush is made with 

oiled beechwood 

with wire bristles. 

8 ¼” x 8” long  

R437021  $45.50

Small Feather Duster  
The old classic! The ostrich feather is the queen 

of feather dusters. Nothing better has ever been 

devised. Has a varnished ash handle and genuine 

South African, male ostrich plumes! 13” long 

WSDFD13   $29.50 

Medium Feather Duster  
A bit longer but also has a varnished  

ash handle and genuine South  

African, both male and female  

ostrich plumes! 20” long 

WSDFD20  $32.50 

Big Feather Duster  
Even a bit longer and also has a varnished ash 

handle and genuine South African, both male 

and female ostrich plumes! The feather’s structure 

consists of numerous smaller feathers, making it 

the ideal dusting tool. Cleaning professionals 

swear by ‘em! 28” long WSDFD28  $39.50

Felted Wolf in 
Sheep’s Clothing  
Yup, an old Biblical 
idiom that seems 
ever more relevant 
today... Wonderfully hand-
made of pure Alpaca in 
Peru. 3 ¾” tall x 6” long   

LPWSC  $49.50



Premium Long Matches There’s nothing like 

striking a match to light a warm fire, and it’s so 

much more gratifying when you have a good match. 

These premium, long matches are made in Hungary 

using high-quality pines from an environmentally 

managed forest in N. Europe. Very little breakage. 

Motifs may vary. Below is match count & match length. 

PP27150 (40x - 7 ¾” Flight School)  $15.50 

PP27201 (60x - 3 ¾” Chou Chou Bunny) $10.50 

PP27154 (45x - 3 ¾” Sweet Pea Badger) $7.50
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Flax Yarn In Colors 
So hard to come by any longer, 

that we were very pleased to 

find a maker that still makes 

this fabulous flax yarn. As you 

know: it’s tough, won’t rot, 

food-safe, and besides you can 

stitch up your broken saddle 

with it. We have it in the fol-

lowing colors. Each spool con-

tains 246 feet of yarn.  

Natural Flax Yarn 

R802022  $22.50 
Blue/Natural Flax Yarn 

R802011  $22.50 
Red/Natural Flax Yarn 

R802033  $22.50 
Green/Natural Flax Yarn 

R802055  $22.50 
Black/Natural Flax Yarn 

R802099  $22.50 

Flax Yarn Holder A conven-

ient way to keep your rolls of 

flax yarn tidy. Made of dark 

oak. 15 ¾” x 3 ¼” x 5 ½”  

R981305  $43.50 

Special Deal: purchase this 

holder complete with all five col-

ors of flax yarn (or whatever five 

colors you choose) and save big! 

R981305SD  $136.00

Long Dust Brush With its 

long, conical shape, and flexible 

twisted wire armature, this  

varnished ash handle brush  

has dark goat hair bristles. 

Won’t scratch, gets everywhere!  

Great tool to have. 19 ¼” long 

R510270  $25.50

Billiard Table Brush 
This brush is designed for 
brushing off your pool table. It has firm 
horsehair bristles in the front and back with a 
unique angle to clean all the way up to the edges. 
The handle is made of oiled beechwood that fits 
perfectly in your hand. Measures about 9 ½” long. 

R420608  $78.50

Phonograph Record Brush 
Many fans have been waiting for this: For the 

care of your favorite vinyl records but also your 

record-players. An extra-soft record brush with 

goat´s hair and a comfortable handle. 6” long   

R460515  $39.50

Bouffadou Flame Blower Lets you puff some needed air to the 

embers to perk up the fire. And do it safely! Use it at your fireplace, 

BBQ grill, or leaf pile. It’s long enough. Made with oiled beech 

handle and aluminum tube. 31 ½” long   

R147085  $73.50

Patchouli  The ambrosial 

scent of the Patchouli leaf is 

mysterious yet warmly familiar 

and timeless. (Is not hippie-

style overbearing!) One of na-

ture’s most complex fragrances.  

35 sticks with ceramic holder. 

SH19038  $24.50

Baby Owl Incense Holder 
Add a little woodland’s spirit to 

your living space. Smoke comes 

out of his ears. Use with any 

incense cones, as well as shorter 

stick incense. Imported from 

Japan. 3” tall 

SH63156  $49.50

Palo Santo The South 

American “holy wood” has 

been used since the days of the 

Inca. With invigorating notes 

of citrus, pine and aged wood. 

Comes with 35 sticks with  

ceramic holder. 

SH19037  $24.50

Incense Road Assortment This box of 60 incense sticks comes 

with 20 sticks of Frankincense, the holy ancient incense that was 
said to help improve communication with the creator, 20 sticks of 
premium and timeless Sandalwood, and 20 sticks of Chai. All fra-
grances are made with only the highest quality raw ingredience. 
(Each stick has a 20 minute burning time). Sticks measures 2 ¾”  each.  

SH71560  $49.50



100% Wool Walkers Made by the same  
Tyrolean factory that makes our wool slippers 
and booties, of 100% boiled wool with a solid, 
flexible and light rubber sole. They have a remov-
able, padded, wool inner sole. And of course, 
these sneakers may be washed at 86ºF, with wool 
wash. These truly feel like you are walking on air. 
Socks seem superfluous, they’re that comfortable. 
It is truly amazing how wonderful natural mate-
rials feel. You really owe yourself at least one pair 
of these. These are each custom ordered, and deliv-
ered within about 8-12 weeks. We charge you at 
the time of order, and send them to you as soon 
as they arrive. This is the only way we can offer 
the many color and sizes. The wait is worth it!

                                   US                  US 
    European           Women              Men                Inches 

GT48601R     
Ruby Red  
$184.50 

GT48601S   
Silver Grey  
$184.50

         36                          6.5                         5                        9.25 

         37                          7                             5.5                     9.375 

         38                          8                             6.5                     9.625 

         39                          9                             7.5                     9.875 

         40                          9.5                         8                        10 

         41                          10                          8.5                     10.125 

         42                          11                          9                        10.25 

         43                          12                          10.5                  10.5 

         44                          13                          11.5                  10.75 

         45                          14                          12.5                  11 

         46                          15                          13                      11.56
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SPECIES PROTECTION 
What attracted 
us to Stegmann, 
besides their ob-
vious quality and 
fit, was the fact 
that they are ac-
tively engaged in 
Species Protec-
tion. As you 
probably know, 
many species of domestic farm animals are 
dying out. For any number of reasons, but 
principally, uniformity makes industrial farm-
ing easier! We support Species Protection, 
because we feel it is important to keep those 
gene pools as complete and pure as possible. 
(Like a seed bank on four legs). 

MagicFelt Slippers There are a lot of 

wool-felt slippers being made these days. The 

fact remains, that the Stegmann folks invented 

them in 1888 and have been making them ever 

since, in their same village in Tyrol. They take the 

wool from the first spring cutting, and felt it in 

their local, pure alpine water, without any harsh 

chemicals. They then shape the felt, seamlessly 

(!), into perfectly anatomic comfort. There are no 

better fitting, or lighter weight, felt slippers. 

*European Men & Women Sizes Given.  
See U.S. conversion chart on next page.

Gotlandschaf Indoor & Outdoor Slipper  
These booties are felted with un-dyed wool, 
from the protected species of Gotland Sheep, one of 
the oldest sheep breeds worldwide. We talked 
our Austrian maker of our fabulous, rare-
species, wool felt slippers to make them for 
both indoor and outdoor use. To that end, we 
offer these fabulous Gotland Sheep felted wool 
slippers, anatomically shaped with a sustainable, 
lightweight cork inlaid rubber sole. You will love 
these so much you’ll never want to take ‘em off. 
Come in European sizes 36-46.   

GT17737  $149.50

Tiroler Steinschaf Boot Slipper  
These booties are felted with un-dyed wool, from 

the protected species of Tyrolean Stone Sheep, 

one of the oldest sheep breeds worldwide. The 

slippers have a removable foot-bed made of light 

cork and latex, and a cowhide outer sole, with a 

leather pull loop on the back to make getting in 

easier. These will be the best purchase you’ll 

make this winter, because you’ll do good for the 

species and keep your feet delightfully warm. 

Come in sizes 36-46. GT17731  $159.50

Tirol Stone Sheep Slippers One of the oldest 

sheep breeds worldwide. The breed derives from 

the Neolithic Torsheep, and is native to Tirol. 

With its warm and resistant coat, a combination 

of coarse upper, and fine under coat, these ani-

mals brave the harshest weather. The Tirol Stone 

Sheep is acutely endangered, only about 6,000 

sheep left. They come in the natural wool color, 

with waterproof, rubberized 

felt soles. Sizes 36-46 

GTAT719-4850    
$138.50

Gotland Sheep Slippers In Gotland, there  

are still about 9000 of these thoroughbred sheep. 
Both rams and ewes have mighty horns, and 
their wool is flecked with grey and very soft.  
This breed is so old, the Vikings were known to 
trade the wool and pelts of Gotland sheep. Has  
a waterproof, rubberized felt soles. Sizes 36-46 

GTAR719-4854  $138.50 Hiking Shoe Brush  
Small travel size brush for cleaning dirt from 

your hiking boots. Has an oiled beechwood han-

dle with edge that will wipe the crude off your 

boot, and the Tampico fiber bristles to finish off 

the job. 4” long  R382510  $15.50

Suede-Crepe Brush 
Unique, well-performing brush, especially for 

crepe, and also suede. You simply rub away dirt 

and stains. Oiled beech with natural rubber. 4 ¾” 

R404012  $16.50

Please allow 8-12 weeks for delivery. 
These slippers/shoes are hand-made in  

Austria for you at the time ordered. 
Thank you for your patience.
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Suede Brush Perfect for either your shoes, or  

articles of clothing. Untreated beech handle, with 

brass bristles, surrounded by stiff boar bristles.  

3 ½” long  R406510  $17.50

Nubuck Leather Brush Nubuck leather is 

much more fragile than suede. Ergo this specialty 

brush, with stiff wild boar bristles and waxed 

beechwood. 3 ¾” x 1 ½”  R381009  $21.50

Diabolo Polish Applicator Brush 
Waxed beechwood applicator brush  

with light or dark horsehair. 2” Ø 

R380707  (Light)  $6.50 
R380607  (Dark) $6.50

Luxury High Polish Shoe Brush  
Softly curved shape with oiled beechwood  

handle and split dark horsehair. 6 ¼” long  

R380316  $43.50

Bootjack with Rubber Inlays 
When you reach a certain age, or 

your gut spills over your belt 

buckle, there’s nothing hand-

ier than a sturdy boot-jack! 

This will last several lifetimes. 

Made of untreated beechwood  

with rubber treads. 13 ¼” long 

R380021  $26.50

Stand-Up Shoehorn No bending over when 

you have this gorgeous and long shoehorn, made 

of oiled, stained oak, with a leather thong. 24 ¾”  

R380063  $33.50

Velcro Brush Get those pesky 

slubs out of the velcro closures on 

your jacket, or wherever, with this 

handy, oiled beech handle and 

stainless wire brush. 6” long 

R437015  $29.50

Back Scratcher w. Shoehorn 
How handy is this! Long enough to provide both 

services. Made of oiled beechwood. Comes with 

a leather thong. 23 ¼” long R380058  $34.50

Shoe Shine Box Simply gorgeous 

shoe shine box, made of oiled beech. 

Box-Joint construction with hinge & 

latch, and a foot-rest. Don’t see these 

anywhere anymore! 9” x 13 1/3” x 8”  

R380002  $179.50

Extra Long Duck Stand-Up Shoehorn 
No bending over when you have this gorgeous and extra long shoehorn. Makes it 
easy on your back and protects the heels of your shoes. Made of oiled beechwood 

with a leather thong. 31 ½” long  R380080  $39.50

Deluxe Hat Brush This light 

horsehair bristle brush with 
pearwood handle will gently 
clean the fibers of any hat. Has a 
crescent-shaped handle that contours the  
shape of the hat while brushing. 9 ¼” long  

R421000  $32.50

Boot Brush This brush would be great out by the back door.  

Has a long handle at 18” long with stiff union fiber bristles to  

get at the dirt on your boots. The handle is made  

of untreated beechwood. 

R302645  $16.50

Hedgehog Door Stop Made of oiled 

beech with bassine fiber. When it’s 
wedged firmly under the door, you can 
clean your shoes. Hand-made in Germany. 

10 ½” long R455005  $59.50

Sneaker Brush 
Gotta keep your sneak-

ers clean! Use this special 

brush with a spritz of deter-

gent appropriate for the 

sneaker material, and you’ll bring that original 

look back. Oiled beechwood with stiff black 

bristles. 10 ¼” long R401216  $19.50

Shoe Sole Brush  
This is a perfect brush for your boots, soccer shoes 

or any shoe that picks up crud. Has tough bristles 

for brushing away dirt and a stainless steel tool for 

stones and in-between dirt. Great tool. 6 ¼” long 

R381216  $38.50
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Pocket Clothes Brush  
Handy, little brush, that easily fits into a pocket. 

Oiled pearwood handle with a double-row of 

stiff boar bristles. 5 1/3” long  

R421010  $15.50

Clothes & Fabric Brush with Handle 
Suitable for all types of fabrics, with oiled pear-
wood, and bronze inner and dark outer bristles. 
Also suitable for velour upholstery and pilling on 
sweaters. 10 ½” long   

R447000  $77.50

Cashmere Brush  
This oiled pearwood brush with stiff black inner 

and soft white outer bristles, will make your 

cashmeres look like new. Get rid of the pilling 

and brings the glow back to the fabric. 10 ½” long   

R441000  $69.50

Lint Brush 
Made with an 

oiled beech 

handle and 

natural rubber 

bristles. The hand-mounted  

rubber bristles take out static charge through 

rubbing and attracting lint and other detritus like 

magic. You’ll wonder what the fuss was all about.  

5 1⁄3” x 2 ¾”  R434014  $49.50

Hand-Made Monster Lint Brush  
We call it “lint” politely, when actually this is your 

frontline defense against dog and cat hair! Simply 

clean by hand, or rinse in water. Waxed beech 

handle, copper wire holds the rubber bristles.  

7 ¼” x 2” x 2”  R434018  $78.50

Traditional Clothes Brush  
This traditional brush has a well- 

designed oiled beechwood handle  

with light bristles that are specifically 

designed for most clothing. Will 

dust the fur or dust off before you 

head out. 11 ½” long  

R441030  $69.50

Cloak Brush Get that embarrassing dandruff 

and miscellaneous detritus off that nice Loden 
coat or suit of yours. Beautiful, oiled pearwood 
handle with stiff horse-hair bristles. 7” long  

R431123  $79.50
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Suede Rubber Simply 

rub away dirt and stains 

on suede shoes. Made 

of silicone. 2” long 

R404065  $19.50

Large Tailor Scissors I used to think that my 

Wiss tailor scissors were fine, until I had a pair  

of these in my hand! Wow, these scissors put all  

others to shame. Whether you are cutting the 

finest silk or nylon, or whatever, they do it 

cleanly. Perfect. Heavy and balanced. Has a 

clinching spring applying constant tension to  

the blades. Worth every penny. 8” x 2 ¾”, 6.6 oz 

WA4281CH8  $119.50  

Small Tailor Scissors 
Ditto everything said for it’s larger version.  

7” x 2 ½”, weighs 4.6 oz WA4281CH7  $94.50

Two Storks Embroidery Scissors w. Thimble 
Set Ditto what we said about the other Stork 

set with a small one 3 ½”, and a large one 6 ½” x 2”.  

Naturally they’re 18kt gilded, as is the thimble.  

Gorgeous! Comes in a velvet-lined case. 8 ½” x 3 ¾”  

WA179F2  $199.50

Stork Embroidery Scissors w. Thimble Set 
The “stork” is one of the classics. This one, made 

by Waldmin & Saam in Solingen, see more on page 

8, is among the finest made! Gilded in 18kt gold, 

it comes with a gilded thimble, in a set. 3 ½” x 1 ½”  

WA179F  $89.50

Button Scissors Very sharp, with very pointed 

and curved tips, these button scissors are made to 

sever even the smallest, finest buttons without  

damage to the cloth. Comes in a protective  

leather case. 3 ½” x 1 ½”  WA4274E  $69.50

Combination Sewing Awl The standard, 

compact mending tool for leather, tack, camping, 

shoes and etc! 5 ½” x 1 ½”Ø, 2 ½ oz   

HJE017  $29.00

Tailor Mouse  
This busy little guy is 

hand-made of alpaca in 

Peru. 4 ½” tall x 3 ½” wide   

LPTM  $49.50
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Gentleman’s Essential Nose/Ear & Nail Set 
Solingen is called the “City of Blades” because 
companies such as DOVO have been manufacting 
the finest swords, knives, scissors and razors in the 
world for over a century. Since 1906, DOVO, the 
maker of this fine Nose & Nail Set, has not only 
met but exceeded the high standards set in Solin-
gen. Their “masterpieces of steel” are so precise 
and labor-intensive, that the factory can only pro-
duce a small number per day. Just to give you an 
idea, scissors that are chrome or nickel plated, 
must get their cutting edges finely hand-filed after 
plating... This set is an example of that kind of 

Dovo Solingen since 1906 Dovo is by far one of the finest maker of stainless steel scissors, cutlery, 
razors and manicure tools. This venerable company has been handing-down their expertise for genera-
tions. The factory has very few craftsmen, and because these “masterpieces of steel” are so precise and 
labor-intensive, they can only produce a small number per day. Just to give you an idea, scissors that are 
chrome or nickel plated, must get their cutting edges finely hand-filed after plating. Each piece is 
made in Solingen with unmatched perfection, quality and craftsmanship.

The Ultimate Beard Care Etui  
Contains everything you need for your  

beard. These exquisite matt-finished stainless steel beard scissors are 

the perfect tool to fine-tune and shape any beard. The blade length 

is deliberately kept short for easy handling and precise cuts. Due to 

the micro serration every beard hair is grasped and cut off cleanly. 

The natural and organic qualities of the hand-made comb, com-

pared to plastic combs, interact with the skin sebum of the surface 

of your beard and helps evenly distribute the sebum while you add 

the finishing touches. Comes in a high-quality leather etui so you 

can take your beard care essentials wherever you go! Case: 5” x 2”  

DOV6420188 $139.50

Ersen Solingen Straight Razor  
Hans Baier gets the entire Ersen production of 

these, the finest carbon steel, hollow-ground, 

Solingen blades made. These superior blades 

come with plain plastic handles, because why 

waste your money on handles! These are well-

balanced shaving instruments, made of carbon 

steel, not rust-free, so they need some care.  

You need to oil them when 

you put them away for a 

while. As with all high quality straight razors, 

you shouldn’t shave with the same blade every 

day! Ergo the black and white, to jog memory. 

Comes in a fitted box. 7 ¼” x 2 ¼” x .75” 

HBE28971 (Ivory)      $149.00  
HBE28711 (Black)      $149.00

Narrow Strop 1 ¾” x 19” 

HBE28001  $76.00

Razor Strops Here are our new, all made by Herold in Solin-
gen Germany, razor strops. Two strops and one “paddle”. Beauti-
fully made of leather, and the paddle of leather and wood. The 
wide one is one sided, the smaller—two sided. The paddle with 
wooden handle has two sides also. These are as good as it gets, as 
you can imagine, being hand-made in Solingen!

Wide Strop 3 1/8” x 22 ½”  

HBE28009  $126.00

Paddle Strop 1 ½” x 12” 

HBE28008  $98.00

Sapone Duro Da Barba 
Shaving Soap with Stainless 
Bowl Two of the same fine 

shaving soaps, contained in a 

stainless steel bowl. Two 2.3oz 

cakes of soap in a 3 ½” Ø x 1 ¼” 

stainless steel bowl.   

HBE17953  $49.00

Sapone Duro Da Barba 
Shaving Soap This century 

old formula has a wonderful 

aroma and will make your heart 

laugh in the morning when you 

prepare your shave. Perfect  

for virtually all skin types.  

2.3oz of soap in 3” Ø tin.  

HBE17952  $17.00

craftmanship. It includes a con-
toured stainless steel “Klipette” 
that will trim those pesky nose 
hair without making you wince, a 
pair of satin-finished stainless 
steel nail clippers, tweezers with a 
finely ground-grip surface for pre-
cision plucking and a diamond-dust file, all in a 
high-quality leather case that will age beautifully. 

DOV6440185  $179.50
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Razor Stand Terrific little stand 

to let your razor dry out after use. 
Made of heavy formed and 
chromed wire. 3 ¾” x 2” x 2” 

HBE23122  $16.00

Double Edged Razor Blades  
Ten of Han Baier’s finest,  
platinum chrome razor blades 
that are double-edged, rust-
free, and ice-hardened with a 
teflon coating. Long-lasting, 
and gives you a vastly better 
shave. There are no better! 

HBE29001  $15.00

Hans Baier Wet Safety Razor Very conven-

tional razor, all stainless steel, with twist-open 

and close head. Comes complete with 10 fa-

mous Hans Baier blades, giving you a great 

shave! 4 ½” x 1 ¾”  

HBE29101  $49.00

Dr. Dittmar Pflege Tonic  
Mostly herbal with vitamin  

85 panthenol. As it sez on the 

label: After every Shave. No 

more burn, and you don’t stink 

like a French ho. 100ml 

HBE177977  $49.00

Beard Brush Great 3-row 

brush made of oiled pearwood 

with stiff boar bristles, to com-

pete with your own. 5 ½” long 

R701203  $27.50

Cella Classica Dal 1899 
This is an almond scented shave 

crème. The un-bearded ones 

around here love this stuff! The 

world standard since 1899..!  

Red tub contains 5.2 fl oz. 

HBE17980  $23.00

Shaving Brush Stand 
From our friend Hans Baier 

in Germany, this stand will 

hold your shaving brush and  

razor. Made of nickel-plated  

brass. 5” x 3 ¼” x 2 ½”   

HBE23132  $32.00 

Deluxe Hans Baier Shaving Brush 
Beautifully thick silverpoint badger 

hair shaving brush with a wooden 

handle. As good as serious shaving 

brushes get… Hand-made by one of 

the last artisans in the business. 2” 

bristle length, overall 3 ¾”   

HBE53772  $96.00

Dr. Dittmar’s Hungarian 
Moustache Wax Hungarians 

always insist on a little perfume, 

so the “Orignal Ungarische 

Bartwichse” although colorless, 

and reliably holding moustache 

wax, comes with Vanilla scent. 

Comes in a 16ml jar, made with 

the finest, non-toxic ingredients.  

HBE17975  $19.00

Moustache & Beard Brush 
Shaped like a moustache, made 

of oiled beechwood with stiff, 

natural boar bristles. Small, fits 

in your pocket, but really does 

the job. 3 ¼” long   

R701209  $25.50

Bloc D’Alun  
When you knick yourself, just 

moisten a corner of this alum 

block, apply and the bleeding 

stops. Made in France. We love 

the name... Bloc Osma.  

HBE17915  $18.00

Razor Cleaner Brush Made of light bristles 

with oiled beechwood. 3” long R681007  $9.50

Tuscany Leather Dusch Kit  
Made of gorgeous, supple,  

pebble-grained leather, with  

a full water-repellant sewn in 

lining. Big brass zipper with 

long pull on top, with another 

zippered compartment inside. 

Made in Italy.  9” x 5” x 6 ½” 

HBE12054  $187.00

Shaving Soap Dish 
Finally! Back again. 
These soap dishes are 
made of glazed ceramic, 
with a finger-hole and 
brush rest. 6 ¼” x 3 ½” x  
2 ¾”, 13 ½ oz 

HBE17116  $59.50

Dr. Dittmer’s “Bavarian” Moustache Wax 
“Original Bayrische Bartwichse” is the best, col-
orless, unscented, and reliably holding moustache 
wax made! 20ml tube, made with the finest, non-
toxic ingredients. HBE17976  $25.00

Mini Shaving Brush  
Untreated beechwood, 

with soft goat hair. 1 ¾”  

R641075  $8.50

Pair of Tiny 
Funnels  
Handy spun 

aluminum tool, 

to decant perfumes or the  

like from one bottle to your  

atomizer. 1” x 5/8”Ø x 1/8”Ø 

HBE6352  $11.00

Pocket Folding Mirror This handy  

mirror is made of oiled beechwood and  

has two mirrors (one magnified). 2 ¾” long  

R630080  $16.50
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KLAR SOAPS since 1840 The oldest soap maker in Germany! Philipp 
Klar started with soap boiling in 1840. Quality and tradition have always been espe-
cially important, meaning only the finest ingredients are used, some of which are still 
manufactured entirely by hand, using molds that are up to 100 year old… Meticulous 
production processes, involving five rolling operations, produce highly concentrated, 
very economical, and fine soaps. Preserving the old recipes and processes are as im-
portant as the continuous innovation of the new, using organic plant ingredients. Klar 
works closely with dermatologists, customers, and perfumers to stay in touch with the latest trends.
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Klar’s Ladies Shaving Soap  
This mild shaving soap not only 

protects the skin, but also spoils 

you with its gentle fragrance of 

ginger and lotus. 110 gm Tin   

K034 $59.50

Nutmeg & 
Vanilla Hair Bar 
Conditioner for 
normal hair.  

K179   $16.50

Tea Tree Oil & 
Lavender Hair Bar  
Conditioner for 
itchy scalp.  

K184  $16.50

Lemongrass & Aloe Vera 
Hair Bars For greasy hair.  

K071 (Shampoo) $16.50 

K180 (Conditioner) $16.50

Chamomile & Nettle Hair 
Bars Made for stubborn hair.  

K039 (Shampoo) $16.50 

K183 (Conditioner) $16.50

*All Soap bars that are 100 gm and qualify for the “Buy 4 or More, Get 25% Off ” deal.

Ditch the plastic bottles... these Zero-Waste Sham-
poo & Conditioner soap bars have a pH value of 5.5 
and will leave your hair clean and manageable. 

Orange 
K988 $12.50

Rosemary 
K986 $12.50

Cinnamon 
K963 $12.50

Ladies’ Soap 
K974 $10.50

Gentlemen’s 
K976 $10.50

Cocoa Butter 
K164 $12.50

Charcoal 
K943 $14.50

Sea Salt  
K945 $14.50

White Clay 
K996 $14.50

Ginseng 
K980 $14.50

Children’s 
K967 $10.50  

Clove 
K965 $12.50

Curd Soap 
K928 $8.50

Healing Earth 

K978 $14.50

Almond 
K948 $12.50

Buy 4 or 
more get 
25% Off 

on all 
100gm 

Soaps!

Retro 50’s 
K156 $16.50

Retro 70’s 
K157 $16.50

Argan Oil &  
Fig Hair Bars  
Conditioner for 
very dry hair.  

K185  $16.50

Klar’s Natural Deodorant Cream 
Klar’s deodorant cream is made of 
nourishing shea butter, almond and 
coconut oil, baking soda and zinc  
to reduce sweat production, while  
essential oils also have a disinfecting 
effect. Free from aluminum salts, 
palm oil or alcohol, this deodorant 
cream is ideal for sensitive skin with-
out having to forego reliable protection. Simply put a pea-
sized amount of deodorant under your armpits and rub in. 
Klar’s Deocreme can also be used directly after shaving. 

KDE01 Fragrance Free                $19.50 

KDE02 Grapefruit                       $19.50 

KDE03 Stone Pine & Rosemary  $19.50 

KDE04 Lemon & Rosemary        $19.50

Klar’s Peony Blossom & 
Basil Soap The oldest recipe 

in Klar’s archives. This soap 

cleanses with a mild, creamy 

foam. Rich oils, vitamin E, and 

precious rose extract, moisturize 

sensitive or stressed skin, mak-

ing it soft & supple. 135 gm    

K998  $36.50

Klar’s Lime Blossom & 
Rhubarb Soap Nourishing 

oils from certified organic oils 

cleanse gently with rich, creamy 

foam. Lime blossom water and 

vitamin E moisturize and hy-

drate dry and sensitive skin and 

leave it silky and smooth. 135 gm  

K000 $36.50

Klar’s Lily Milk & Quince 
Soap This blend of lily, a sym-

bol of life, purity and strength, is 

mixed with the fruity scent of 

quince. It will clean and soothe 

your skin with mild, creamy 

lather of rich oils, vitamin E  

and lily extract. 135 gm   

K227 $36.50
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Borage Butter Face Cream Created for sensitive or allergenic 

skin, or conditions such as eczema or psoriasis. Clinically proven to 

be anti-inflammatory, borage seed oil is 

high in essential fatty acids, minerals and 

vitamins that calm, nourish and balance 

the skin. This cream is considered to be 

an unscented product even though small 

amounts of blue tansy and green myrtle 

oils has been added to further calm the 

skin. 60ml jar  WC003  $29.50

Lord! My Hands Are So Dry! Lotion 
Truly a dermal revival, this extra-rich hand 

lotion soothes and repairs dry, chapped 

hands. Containing house-infused St. John’s 

Wort oil to protect skin, and organic oils of 

shea butter, cocoa butter and coconut to 

soften skin, this lotion is scented with aro-

matic Peru balsam, frankincense and myrrh 

essential oils to help your hands ascend to 

the next level. 6.8 oz glass pump. 

WC001  $24.50

Wanderlust Foot Cream 

Give your weary feet some real 
love! Contains Oregon Mint to 
cool and revitalize the skin, and 
organic virgin cocoa butter to 
soften and hydrate. Cocoa but-
ter is one of the most stable, 
highly concentrated natural 
fats known and is readily ab-
sorbed by the skin. It is GMO, 
gluten, paraben & phthalate 
free! 4 fl oz. jar  

WC002  $15.50

World Standard Nail & 
Hand Brush Made with 

Thermowood (impermeable to 

moisture), this brush has a triple 

row of bristles on top for your 

nails and a five-row hand scrub-

ber on bottom. 3 ¾” x 1 ½”  
731295  $34.50

Nail Brush This “make-

sense” brush has an upper  

row of inclined bristles, set in 

waxed beechwood, with extra 

stiff light bristles. 3 ¾” x 1 ½” 

R621185  $38.50

Pearwood Nail Brush 
This brush has two sides. One 

to get deep under your nails 

and the other for flat surfaces. 

Made of light bristles with 

oiled pearwood. 3 ¾” x 1 ½”  

R621036  $35.50

Makeup Removal Pads  
Environmentally friendly, 100% cotton 

reusable, 5 pads in a laundry net, that’s 

washable. One soft and one textured side, 

are ideal for removing makeup and clean-

ing the face. Of course, they can also be 

used for applying skin care products. ~3”Ø 

R612105  $15.50

Face Brush with Handle 
Made of waxed olive wood  

and soft, light bristles, this will 

allow you to do deep cleaning 

without abrasion. 6” long   

R721015  $36.50 

Boleslawiec ceramics are hand-crafted at many 
small manufacturing companies in Poland. All 
pieces are hand-painted, using sponge stamps that 
are often hand-cut by the artists. The pottery has 
become one of Poland’s unofficial cultural symbols 
& are collected by private collectors worldwide.

Blue Dots Dish 4 ¾” x 3 ½”  
R698620 $19.50

Boleslawiec Soap Dishes 
These hand-painted soap 

dishes are original Boleslawiec 

ceramics from Lower Silesia, 

Poland. Bolesławiec ceramics 

are still made and glazed by 

hand in the traditional way. 

The special advantage to 

which Bolesławiec ceramics 

owe their popularity, among 

other things, is their fire-resis-

tance which makes them not 

only beautiful but dishwasher 

and microwave safe today.

Oval Little Flower Dish 
5 ½” x 4 1/3”  
R698641 $24.50

Oval Dark Pattern Dish 
5 ½” x 4 1/3”  
R691212 $24.50

Flower Meadow Dish 4 ¾” x 3 ½”  
R698650 $19.50

Travel Nail Brush  
This little nail brush has 

an upper row of inclined 

bristles and is set in oiled 

oakwood, with stiff 

tampico fibre bristles.  

Perfect size. 2 ¼” x 1 1/8” 

R622555  $19.50

Soap Pouch Perfect for all 

those old bits of soap. Simply 

place ‘em into this pouch, 

made of sisal with a wooden 

beaded drawcord. 5” tall  

R635510  $9.50

Enamel Soap Dish Old-world de-

sign made by the best enamel-maker 

in Germany. Mount on your wall and 

save a little counter space. Comes with 

lift-out tray for cleaning. 5 1/8” x 3 ½” 

ME1027  $29.50

Klar’s Lavender Body & Hair 
Soap on Rope Made of 100% or-

ganic olive oil and enriched with the 

essential oils of relaxing and soothing 

lavender. Wheat protein is added also 

for shiny and lustrous hair. Free of 

any synthetic fragrances, coloring or 

preservatives. Each bar is formed 

around a nice rope to hang dry. Great 

gift for someone you love. 250 gm   

K982R $46.50
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WASA Large Manicure Set 
Everything you’ll ever need in a 

manicure set. Beautiful stainless 

steel tools. Nail and cuticle 

scissors, large nail clipper, sap-

phire file, three nail & cuticle 

tools and a set of tweezers. All 

contained in a luscious, black 

leather case. 6 ¼” x 4 ¼”  

WA4381R  $289.50

Waldmin & Saam, Solingen This fine Solingen scissor maker was established in 1907 and has 

a 116 years tradition of the highest quality. All WASA scissors are made from warm forged and hard-

ened C45-C60 steel. The insides of the blades are hollow ground. The gold scissors are 18kt gilded.  All 

scissors are made for continual use and are able to be sharpened. These are the finest and best scissors 

that we’ve yet found, and yes, the prices reflect that. You make the choice. We say, “Buy it once.”

WASA Lady’s Manicure Set 
Beautiful scalloped, black 

leather with red stitching case, 

with zipper closure, containing 

all stainless steel nail and cuticle 

scissors, sapphire file, nail 

cleaner and cuticle tool, and 

tweezers. 5” x 3 ½” 

WA6418R  $126.50

Nose Hair Scissors Nicely satined finished, 

blunt-tipped nose hair scissors. Also good for 

tending to youngsters. Safety first… 3 ½” x 1 ½” 

WA4330R  $72.50

Automatic Tweezers, Epilmatic Terrific tool. 

Grasp between thumb and index finger and 

squeeze the object of your irritation.., apply more 

pressure (without having to let go), and shazaaam, 

it plucks itself! The tension is adjustable.  3 ½” long 

WA650  $59.50

WASA Professional Manicure Set 
We cannot think of what else you would 

need in a manicure set! All stainless steel 

tools. Nail and cuticle scissors, large nail 

clipper, large skin clipper, sapphire file, 

three nail & cuticle tools and a set of 

tweezers. All contained in a luscious, 

black leather case. 7 ¾” x 4 ½” 

WA4382R  $329.50

Gentleman’s Hand-Sawn Horn Comb Exquisite, genuine horn, 

hand-crafted from start to finish, displaying wonderful colors. Tine 

spacing is same throughout. Chuck that old hard-rubber Ace, and live 

a little… 5 ¾” x 1 ¼”  R766625  $39.50

Bubalus Bubalis Moustache 
Comb Hand-sawn from 

horn, each is unique in shape. 

This is a real beauty! 3 ½” x 1”   

R766609  $19.50

Barber’s Brush Fabulous extra 

long light boar bristles in un-

treated beech handle, makes it 

easy to rid the neck and shirt of 

those itchy hair clippings. 5 ¼” 

R641012  $36.50

Titanium Thinning Shears After you’ve done 

the long hair, you’ll want to use these fine thin-

ning shears to finish up the job. With a bit of 

practice you could turn pro… 5 ½” long   

WA8300  $169.50

Titanium Barber Shears  

These will last you a lifetime of 

precise mop-chopping.  5 ½”  long 

WA8417  $199.50

Waldmin-Saam, Solingen Germany These barber shears both 

have PVD-coatings on a titanium/aluminum nitride base, making 

them extremely hard and sharp. This coating also provides anti- 

allergic protection from the nickel contained in the steel. 

Small & Large Nail Clippers 
Ergonomically designed nail 

clippers, that’ll work on pretty 

hard nails too. Made of stain-

less steel by Klaas in Solingen, 

Germany. 2 ½” & 3 ¼” long 

K9210201 (Small) $39.50 

K9211201 (Large) $55.50
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Hair Brush Cleaning Set We know you’ve 

been looking for this! It’s easy to get all the old 

hair and cooties out of your hair brush, with this 

3” oiled beech and wire brush cleaner. Then 

there’s the 3 1/3” 

oiled beech, with 

stiff boar bristle 

brush to clean 

combs and brushes. 

Wonderful set. 

R681000  $19.50

Cleaning Comb Use this varnished beech 

handled, stainless steel comb to clean goat and 

horse-hair brushes. 7” long  R467000  $26.50

Bath Thermometer It floats, so 

you may easily read the water temp. 

Oiled beechwood, non-mercury! In 

Fahrenheit, of course. 9 ¾” tall 

R637500  $33.50

Kiddie’s Nail Brush This will make your  

child want to have “violin hands”...  With terrific  

animal motifs (not all shown), made with waxed 

beechwood and light bristles. Motifs as available.  

2 ¼” x 1 1⁄8”   R071016  $14.50

Child’s Hairbrush 
For the somewhat older set, one year and up, 

seven-row brush, made with waxed beech-

wood and soft, light bristles. 7 ¼” long 

R701007  $22.50

Baby’s Hairbrush 
Gorgeous little seven-row brush, made of oiled 

pearwood and goat hair, soft enough for the 

youngest member of the family. 6 ¼” long 

R700100  $27.50 

Baby Comb / Nit comb 
Designed for the gentle  

removal of cradle cap, or 

combing lice (yikes!). Made 

of checker wood. 3 ½” long  

R686830  $42.50

Child’s Bath Brush Kids will now want to 

emulate their parents, with their own long han-

dle bath brush. Scrubba scrubba scrubba! Made 

with waxed beechwood and light, softer bristles. 

11 ½” long  R071029   $29.50

Long, Fine Hairbrush This brush is specially 

made for those who have fine long locks. Made 

of waxed beechwood with stiff 

black wild boar bristles.  

Has ten rows. 9” long 

R701210  $42.50

Short Hair Hairbrush Specifically designed 

for shorter hair. Made of waxed beechwood with 

stiff black wild boar bristles. Has 4 rows and is ~9”. 

R701204  $28.50

Wire Hairbrush for Long Hair 
Made of oiled beechwood with extra-long 

metal pins. Has 11 rows and is about 9” long. 

R707099  $42.50

Olive Wood Round Brush 
Olive wood is extremely hard 

and water-repellent. Has  

10 rows and is 8 ½ long. 

R721209  $45.50

Air Circulation Brush Designed 

with slots for the hairdryer. Made 

the wild boar bristles and oiled 

beechwood. Has 7 rows  

and is 8 ½ long. 

R701221  $39.50Round Hair Brush Nice round brush with oiled 

beech handle and ten-rows of stiff, wild boar bris-

tles. Two sizes. 8 ¾” long, 2 ½” Ø & 1 ½” Ø    

R701216 (Large) $34.50 

R701213 (Small) $27.50

Medium-Long Hair Brush For wavy medium 

and long hair, this waxed beechwood 

with eight rows of stiff boar 

bristles brush will work 

well for you. 8 ¾” long  

R701208  $39.50

Thermowood Hair Brush This thermowood 

brush is made with stiff black boar bristles. To 

make thermowood, ashwood undergoes a type of 

“baking” process that changes the molecular 

structure and caramelizes it, thus closing the 

pores and making it impermeable to moisture. 

Has f ive rows. 8” long  R731205  $42.50

Men’s Hair Brush Made of waxed olive wood, 

with eight-rows of wild, black boar bristles. 7” long 

R721208  $48.50

Gentleman’s Hair Brush A classic form, made 

of oiled pearwood, with ten-rows of soft, dark  

bristles. 4 1⁄3” long  R701006  $49.00

Child’s Massage Brush 
Stiff enough to work, soft 
enough to feel oh-so-good. 
Made with waxed beech and 
light bristles. 3 ¾” long  

R071009  $22.50 
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Bath Brush w. Removable  
Handle Made with curved,  

untreated beechwood and a  

removable brush with light,  

soft bristles. 18 ½” long 

R631050  $35.50

Small Oval with  

6 rows, 7” long 

R720004 $52.50

Longish Straight with 5 rows, 

8” long R720005 $57.50

Large Oval with  

9 rows, 8 ½” long 
R720009 $69.50

Wooden Bristle Hair 
Brushes Beautifully made 

of waxed olive wood, with a 

natural rubber cushion, and 

turned maple pins. Gentle 

and durable, these brushes 

make it easy to brush 

through any hair type with-

out static. Wonderful as a 

hair de-tangler and scalp 

massager, rids you of dan-

druff by stimulating the 

blood flow to your hair 

roots, and evenly distribut-

ing your natural oils.

WellFit Massage & Bath Brush The curved handle 

is removable. Mix of soft horsehair and stiff plant fiber 

bristles that tauten the skin, stabilizes your circulation, 

strengthens the nervous system and stimulates your me-

tabolism in a natural way. Made with steamed and oiled 

beechwood. 17 ½” long   R602743  $54.50

Anti-Cellulite Brush  
This brush is made of waxed 

beechwood with cotton belt 

handle. The pins are made of 

maple that firmly work deep 

into the tissues to improve 

drainage in tissues in much the 

same way a massage would. 5 ¼”  

R700000  $49.50

Thermowood Bath Brush This thermowood 

brush has light boar bristles, to give you a pleas-

ant, stimulating scrubbing. Thermowood is an  

environmentally friendly wood from the kiln... 

the process of heat-treating wood to make it 

durable and water resistant. Be sure to put bristles 

face down after use. 17 ¾” long R731145 $99.50

In-Between Toe Brush  
One of our best selling 

brushes... I understand why; 

it’s a practical tool for cleaning 

Nail Brush w. Grip 
Easy to use on both 

finger and toe nails, 

has oiled beech han-

dle with strong light 

bristles. 6 ¾” x 1 ¼” 

R621117  $24.50

Foot Brush This brush is suitable for brushing off your feet.  

Due to its curved shape, you can easily reach every part of the foot. 

Made of tampico fibre with oiled beechwood handle. 19 ¼” long 

R602560  $42.50

your tootsies. Great for diabet-

ics, those with hip operations, 

or just about anyone. We like it 

‘cuz it feels good. No need to 

bend over at 31 ½” long.  

R614480  $24.50

Back Scratcher Brush 
Made with a curved beechwood handle, with 

leather strap and light bristles. 20 ½” long 

R611052  $35.50

Sauna Brush This brush is 

perfect for the sauna with its 

fine-grained waxed beechwood 

handle and light bristles to  

invigorate your skin. 14” long 

R601036  $76.50

Back Creamer Apply all of the lotion or cream 

you want, onto your back, without fuss. Comes 

with three washable pads, and stainless retainer 

ring needed to secure the pads and lanyard for 

hanging. 19 2/3” long  R610053  $29.50

Wound Warrior Balm  
Made for cracked skin, minor cuts, 

scrapes and burns, sunburn, bruises, 

insect bites, and minor sprains and 

strains. I think it works better than 

any antibacterial cream. Works 

great on my dog’s dry nose. Made 

with: virgin olive oil,  calendula, 

comfrey, beeswax, vitamin E, and 

essential oils. All organic and  

natural ingredience. 3 ½” x 1” tube  

BHWW  $26.50

Stainless Steel Ear 
Cleaner Reduce your 

waste with this reusable 

ear cleaner. An ideal, plas-

tic-free, economical and 

healthy alternative to 

standard silicone and cot-

ton swabs. Made of med-

ical-grade stainless steel with  

a hornbeam wooden handle. 

Naturally colored and vegetable 

waxed. about 3” long.   

R607072  $19.50

Pumice Stone This large 

piece of white volcanic lava 

rock is a great tool to remove 

dry and dead skin. It can also 

be used to soften calluses and 

corns. Has a cotton rope so you 

can hang it to dry. about 2”Ø   

R600010  $10.50
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Toilet Brush in Pitcher 
Holder Antiqued, galvanized, 

metal pitcher holds a thermo-

wood handled toilet brush, with 

replaceable brush head. Brush is 

15 ¼”; pitcher 8” tall. 

R360020 (Brush/Pitcher)  $64.50 

R363300 (New Head)       $12.50

Toilet Edge Brush 
With an untreated beech han-

dle and bristles twisted in wire. 

11 ½” long   

R361020    
$32.50

Bow Handle Scrubber Nicely thought out 

scrubber. With the oiled beech handle, you keep 

your hands from caustic soaps and cleaning  

materials. Palmyra fiber bristles. ~8 ½” long 

R302608  $34.50

Scrubbing Brush This scrubber is for when 

you are on your knees, putting your back into it. 

Heavy duty. Has an “S” form to get into corners, 

with oiled beech and Palmyra bristles. 8 ¼” long  

R302603  $12.50

Papier d’ Armenie 
Since you’re lighting a match 

anyway, touch it to this leaf of 

paper, and fill the space with a 

pleasant, spicy fragrance after 

you get done in the John. 

R635099  $12.50

Toilet Brush with Stand 
Made of untreated beechwood 

with Tampico fiber. Comes 

with built-in edge brush. The 

stand is about 10” tall and brush 

is about 14”. Has a drip cup 

made of terra cotta in the base. 

R363015  $99.50

Toilet Brush Guaranteed not 

to scratch the surface of your 

bowl, because this brush is 

made with an untreated beech 

handle and strong boar bristles. 

(washable). 14 ½” tall   

R361010  $31.50

Pumice Scourer 
Great for getting those hard-

water stains out of your toilet 

bowl. This igneous rock is a 

heavy-duty, non-toxic house-

hold cleaner. It won’t scratch 

your porcelain or tile.  

5” x 1 ½” x 1 ½” 

SSH6D  $19.50

Wash Basin Brush Set Fabulous set! Stop 

yelling at your mate to get the hair out of the 

drain, and do it yourself with this set of three 

brushes, neatly collected on a ring. One hair-grip 

twisted-wire brush, 11” long; one scrubbing brush 

with beech handle, 5 ½” long; one overflow brush. 

with beech handle, 6 ¾” long.   

R561003  $42.50

Bathtub Cleaning Brush  
Handy cleaning tool for your tub, 

after the mechanic in your house 

has used the tub. Has an untreated 

beech handle with palmyra fiber 

bristles. Won’t scratch the  

finishes. 14 ¾” long 

R302542  $39.50

Bamboo Shower Squeegee Sturdy bamboo 

shower squeegee will keep your shower door  

and tile spot free. Comes with suction cup 

hanger. The business end of this squeegee 

measures about 9 ¾” wide. 

TTSQG  
$29.50

Shower & Tub Scrubber 
Threaded beechwood scrubber 
with Tampico fibre shaped into a 
point to get into the grout, and corner 
joints of your shower or tub. The extra-
firm bristles will clean hard-to-get 
mold, and because Tampico doesn’t ab-
sorb water, the bristles won’t become 
mucky. Comes with threaded handle that’s 
about 55” long. Brush is 6 ¼” long. 

R242516  $29.50

Threaded broomstick

Pumice Stick 
This igneous rock 

is a heavy-duty, 

non-toxic house-

hold cleaner. It safely re-

moves stains from your porcelain/ceramic 

tile without scratching the surface. 5” x 1 ½” x 1 ½” 

HDW12D  $15.50

Rubber Lint Broom This broom is a power-

house when it comes to quickly picking up pet 

hair and people hair. Great for the bathroom. 

The hand-mounted rubber bristles take on a 

static charge and attract hair, lint and dust like a 

magnet. Hand-made with oiled beechwood 

brush head. Comes with threaded handle that’s 

about 55” long. Brush is 11” long.   

R124028  $92.50
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Pustefix Magic Bubble Bear 
This is the best soap bubble 

mix made. From Germany, 

squeeze the bear’s belly, and  

the wand comes up out of his 

head with soap, then blow the  

non-toxic rainbow bubbles.  

Assorted colors Blue, Red, Yellow. 

PBBR  $9.50

Robot Lilliput This is a clas-

sic! Fabulous, all mechanical, 

wind-up litho tin-plate robot, 

that walks, with arms moving 

and leans forward. Comes with 

colorful box and is 6 ½” tall.  

DBS1004      $42.50

Duck on Trike Wind him up 

and he putts off spinning a col-
orful propeller. Much copied in 
China, this is the real thing 
from our German source! 8” tall 

JW284  $32.50

Doll’s Miniature Kitchen 10 Piece Set 
Made of untreated beechwood. ~ 2” ea   

R754010  $9.50

Pustefix Magic Bubble Trumpet 
Here’s the famous German bubble 
mix in a fun variation. And although 
the trumpet doesn’t sound, a whole 
bunch of bubbles will then delight-
fully fill the air. A true delight for 

all. 8.4 fl. oz. PBBT  $12.50

Tinplate Bird Bank   
Place a coin into the holder in 

front, turn the crank on the side, 

and the crow comes out, grabs 

the coin in his beak and deposits 

it inside. Comes with a key to 

unlock the bottom to retrieve 

the coins. 5 x  4” x 5 ½”   

BF30210  $42.50
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Jack-in-the-Box  
Beautifully made of litho-

graphed and embossed tin, 

with a cloth Jack. Crank the 

handle to the music of “Pop 

goes the Weasel,” and the jack 

will surprise you! ~5 ½” tall 

SCJB  $39.50

UFO Flying Saucer  Fabulous all colorfully 

lithographed tinplate flying saucer launcher with 

flying saucers. Nothing plastic here! These are 

wonderful, just like when I was a kid back in the 

1950’s. We all love this unit. Comes with flying 

saucer spares, ‘cuz you know they’re gonna get 

lost. So, you get a launcher with two saucers and 

an additional box with three more. Go out and 

go crazy! These are fun. Saucers measure 4” Ø  

DBS130131  $26.50

Doll’s Sweeping Set Terrific learning toy for 

the young ones… All wood and metal, no plas-

tic! All the tools needed to keep the dollhouse 

fresh. Comes neatly tucked into a wooden box 

with sliding top. 7 ½” x 3” x 2 ¾”   

R058000  $46.50

Children’s Foxtail & Dustpan Gorgeous little 

all steel, painted dustpan, 5” x 7 ¾”, and a sweet 

oiled beech with horse-hair foxtail, 8 ¼” long, will 

do the trick. Yeah, you might be able to get the 

kids to clean up!  R37633  $24.50

Steel Safe with Alarm What every child needs 

to keep treasures safe! Sturdy, all metal construc-

tion, has combination lock and alarm when door 

opens. 8 ½” tall  NSSA  $46.50

Little Red Accordion  
A finely crafted little accordion 

that your young one can learn 

the pleasure of making music 

on. Comes with instruction and 

song booklet. 7 ½” wide   

ACDN    $49.50

Jaw Harp Anyone can learn to 

play the jaw harp. Makes a 

boinging sound. All metal. 2 ¼” 

JHP   $6.50

Check out more fabulous  
Vintage Toys Online @  

www.thebestbrushes.com
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Classic Bike Bell In Europe 

you must have a bike bell... 

Here's a fabulous revolving bike 

bell, that makes the right kind of 

ringa-ding-ding. Well made and 

cool. 3 ½” Ø BELL $12.50

Sprint Racer Very cool and BIG! This  

collectible all litho-tin car has rubber wheels 
that actually turn. Wind this sucker up and 
he’ll zoom across the floor. Not meant as a 

toy for kids. Car is 9” long. MS648  $69.50

Doggie Bank with “Rover”  
Wind up this litho tin bank, 

then put your hard-earned 

money in Rover’s bowl, and he 

rushes out of his doghouse and 

paws your money away. Key is 

included. 4 ½” x 4 ¼” x 4 ¾”   

BF30310  $38.50

Schuco MicroRacers 1:45 Scale  
In 1954, with these small, heavy and beautifully 

realized metal wind-up cars, the world famous 

Schuco Company of Nürnberg, Germany began 

their most successful family of toys in their his-

tory. They all share similar running gear. The 

great innovation was that a child could “free-

wheel” the cars backwards and forwards, without 

damaging the gears or mainspring! Turning the 

exhaust pipe sets the steering. Each comes with a 

wind-up key and instructions.

1957 Ford Custom 300 Micro-Racer #1045 
We unearthed these fabulous Ford Custom 300’s, 
which have not been made for over 30 years! Rare 
indeed. The only American prototype that Schuco 
made in the Micro- Racer series. We have them in 
the three colors shown. Complete with key, in  
individual boxes. 4 ½” long, 115g; 

#1045S          (Black/Sliver) 

#1045B        (Blue/Lt. Blue) 

#1045BC       (Blue/Créme) 
#1045G   (Lt. Green/White) 

                           $39.50 each

Classic Bike Horn Just like 

way back when.., just mount 

this onto the handle bars with 

the adjustable clip, squeeze the 

bulb and HONK! 8” long 

BN  $9.50

Tim Bird Fabulous wind-up bird, that  

really flies! Wind up the rubber band and 

watch him flap his wings furiously and fly 

away. 12 ¾” wingspan NTN  $39.50

Set of Tin Music Boxes Hand-crank these 

old-time reproductions. Each has a different 

colorfully litho-ed tin graphic and with a little 

hand-power and know-how you can  

play a little tune. Each is 3” tall   

TMB (Set of 4) $19.50

Tin Isetta  Totally cool little  

litho tinplate Isetta with a wind-up 

motor. You can even set the steering 

to make the lil’ bugger cut circles! 

Comes complete with wind-up key, 

in a little, colorful box. 3” x 1 ½” x 2” 

BF2080  $19.50

Fabulous, funky toy boat 

that’s a variation on the origi-

nal Schuco “Elektro-Cabino 

5511” series. All plastic, with 

an electric motor. You need a 

set of penlite batteries. Fill 

the tub, set the rudder, and watch out! Runs 

great. A little vaseline on the gears and 

shaft (dry ‘em out after use) and it’ll run a  

  long time. ~ 8 ½” long. Assorted Colors.  

696  $15.50

Lilliput Elektro-Marino Boat 

Tin Motorcyclist This gorgeous, 

lithographed tinplate, motorcycle 
with rider is made by Wagner of 
Germany. Has a powerful friction 
motor, and scoots right along. 
Comes in colorfully labeled box 
and measures 6 ½” long. Colors vary. 

WAG007  $29.50
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“CONSUL” the Educated Monkey  
Here is one cheap, affordable computer (been 

around since the turn of the century before last), 

that makes multiplication FUN. Slide his feet to a 

number on the left, say the “4” and the right foot 

to the “9”, and wow, he’s got the 

answer (36) in his hands! All 

litho tinplate, this computer 

measures 5 ½” x 6” and comes 

in a window box. Beware  

of shoddy imitations.   

DBS0100777  $39.50

Please note: Luddites, Inc. 
will appear on your credit 
card statements, the umbrella 
for The Best Brushes,  
Lilliput Motor Company  
& Deutsche Optik titles.

Luddites
INC.

A RETAIL MAIL-ORDER COMPANY

Woodworker’s Tool 
Cabinet Wowee… It 

just doesn’t get any better 

than this. All high quality 

steel tools, with wooden 

handles, without a whiff 

of plastic anywhere. 

Meant for fretwork and 

model building, with 

wood as the base material. 

There are 26 tools, includ-

ing saws, drills, chisels, 

files, vise, etc., in this cabi-

net, that swings open with 

two doors in the front. The cabinet is also made 

of wood. 13” x 14” x 2 ½” closed, 26” x 14” x 1 ¼” 

opened, 5 lbs 13 oz  PEB406  $179.50 
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“Cora” Single Line Kite The perfect activity 

for spring weather, with its puffy winds. This is a 
large and colorful, 3-D, parrot kite. Easily assem-
bled, and comes complete with line and reel. 
German made by Günther. 56 ¾” x 31 ½” with a 

6’ long tail.  GSS1152  $37.50

Pocket Parafoil Kite 
Parafoils are a non-rigid, usually 
textile, airfoils with an aerody-
namic cell structure, which is in-
flated and given shape by the 
wind. Most modern parachutes 
are parafoils. This terrific kite, all 
fabric, complete with strings, etc., 
comes in a small bag that fits into 
your pocket. All you need are 
about 8 to 20 mph winds, even a 
trained six-year old can fly this 
kite. measures about 24” x 20” 

GSS1189  $19.50

Stratos High flying, rubber powered airplane 

that will fly over 300 feet. Made in Germany by 
Günther Flugspiele. Has a powerful rubber 
motor with free wheeling prop. Great flier! 

Wingspan 21”, length 19 ¾” GSS1629  $49.50

“Giggi & Möwe” Sailboats 
Two of the rightly famous, German-made, 

Seifert sailboats. Unsinkable, and fine  

little sailors! Heavy plastic hull, with 

wooden deck and mast, dacron sails.  

Möwe is 15 1/3” x 19 2/3” and the  

Giggi is 9 ½” x 12 ½” tall. 

GSS1802  (Giggi)       $56.50 

GSS1806  (Möwe)    $119.50

Bella Dragonfly Kite  
Impressive silhouette kite  
in the shape of a dragonfly.  
Has unbreakable fiberglass  
rods. measures 56 ¾” x 42 ¼”. 

GSS1148  $36.50

Check out more fabulous  
Tin Toys Online @  

www.thebestbrushes.com

Singvogel A real stunner!  

As gorgeous to look at as to 

hear and watch perform! Made 

of beautifully lithographed tin-

plate, with a sturdy clockwork 

mechanism driving it. Wind 

the bird up with the enclosed 

key, flip the switch under its 

tail feathers, and listen to it 

singing, while the beak, head, 

wings, and tail, all move..! One 

of the more spectacular litho-

tinplate toys we’ve found in 

ages. Pricey but well worth it… 

With colorful box. 8” x 3” 5.2 oz  

DBS7065  $89.50
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Thielemann Leather Crafts, Germany 
Established in 1897 by Moritz Thielemann, as a small saddlery, making the needed leather goods for 
the surrounding farmers, such as harnesses, horse collars, leather drive belts, and the like. Then, over 
the next four generations the product line was greatly expanded to fit the new needs of the times. The  
current, fifth generation, is led by Theresa Thielemann Wolf, who has brought gorgeous, new designs 
to bear. These leather goods are as good as they get! Made exclusively from vegetable tanned, European 
cowhides. Pricey, true, but well worth it. These will last lifetimes.

Red Paris Handbag Beautiful, longish hand-

bag, which may be worn crossbody, with a secure 
slip-through closure on the long flap. An unusual 
but very functional shape. Has three compart-
ments, with the middle one with a zippered clo-
sure. Made with delicious, sturdy, vegetable 
tanned, natural leather, that’ll last you a lifetime. 
The 1” wide strap is 50” long. 10” x 8 ¼” x 3 ½”  

TH820  $209.50

Bio-Leather Care Crème  

Care for all your 

fine leather goods, 

including shoes. 

All organic, this 

will give old 

leather a fresh and 

pleasant new smell. Comes in a small 

screw-top tin. 50 gm TH901 $21.50

Passport Pouch 
Now that we’re all trav-
eling again, you should 
grab one of these pouches. 
Has the large compartment 
under the flap, and a small 
zippered security compart-
ment on the front. Hang it 
around your neck with a 
comfortable cotton cord. 
Made of vegetable tanned 
leather. 4 ½” x 6 ½” 

TH12060  $24.50

Doctor’s Bag Totally classic, with the original 

hardware. Heavy leather, with bronzed  
closure hardware. Even has a lock in-
cluded that secures the case, under 
the handle. On the inside it has 
two document compart-
ments, one on either side, 
along with a cell phone 
pocket. Great as a small 
over-nighter or if you are a 
country doctor, or just want 
to be the star at the airline 
gate, this spectacular bag is  
for you. 16 ½” x 9” x 10 ½”   

TH910  $549.50

Closed Luggage Tag  
For travelers that want more 
discretion, we offer this sturdy, all 
leather luggage tag with a closed 
front, so no one can easily read your 
vitals. Each measure 3 ¾” x 2 ¼”. 

TH19918L  (Lemon) 
TH19918G  (Green) 
TH19918N  (Natural)  $19.50  each

Austin Whatever Case Originally designed as 

a pen & pencil case, we found it to be much 

more useful as a “catch-all” case. Cosmetics,  

toiletries, or as a general small-stuff-organizer. 

Has a nylon zipper closure. 8 ½” x 3 ¾” x 2 ½”   

TH722 (Green) 

TH721 (Blue)  
$58.50 eachTamea Pencil & 

Whatever Case 
Terrific leather case 
to hold colored 
pencils, crochet 
needles or other 
crafts. Unique in that the pencil holder part may 
be detached from the zippered pouch with an-
other zipper. The pouch is large enough to hold 
plenty of miscellaneous stuff. Made of soft, 
tanned leather, with adjustable closure strap, dyed 
antique red. 3 ¾” x 8” x 2 ¼” closed. 

TH19061  $89.50

Metro Mouse  
This stylish little 

mouse is all  

hand-made of  

pure alpaca in Peru. 

Colors may vary.  

4 ¾” tall x 3” wide   

LPRCM  $49.50

Kapstadt Crossbody Handbag  
Fabulous, compact bag, great for travel. Secure, 
but easily opened flap, with three compartments 
inside. The middle compartment has a zipper  
closure for extra security for cash, cards, and pass-
port. Made with sturdy vegetable tanned, natural 
leather. Has a 50” long, adjustable, crossbody 
strap, with a sturdy steel buckle. 9” x 8” x 3 ½” 

TH504  $210.50
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Blackwing Piano Box  
This box of pencils contain three  

Blackwing Matte pencils (soft graphite),  

three Blackwing 602 pencils (firm graphite),  

three Blackwing Pearl pencils (semi-soft graphite), and three 

Blackwing Natural pencils (extra-firm graphite). Box is 9” x 2” x 2”.  

BWBOX  $89.50

Blackwing Pencils Legendary Grammy, Emmy, Pulitzer and Academy Award win-

ners have created with the Blackwing 602 pencil. The list of known users includes John 
Steinbeck, Leonard Bernstein, Looney Tunes creator Chuck Jones, and Disney anima-
tor Shamus Culhane who was said to have requested he be buried with his Blackwing 
602. Blackwing’s roots go back to the 1930’s. In 1998, after several acquisitions, it was 
discontinued, but not forgotten. (In fact, fans began paying as much as $40 on eBay for 
a single pencil.) Then in 2010, Palomino founder Charles Berolzheimer, whose 
family’s roots in the pencil industry date back to the mid 19th century, used the 
company’s unique supply relationships to re-introduce Blackwing pencils, fea-
turing California Genuine Incense-cedar and premium Japanese graphite.

Blackwing Matte (set of 12) 
Ideal for musicians, woodwork-
ers and anyone who prefer a 
soft, dark line, the Blackwing 
Matte is the softest of the four 
core Blackwing models. The 
Blackwing Matte pencil fea-
tures a timeless matte black 
finish, iconic square Blackwing 
ferrule and black eraser. Comes 
in a 12-pack gift box that also  
doubles as a pencil cup. 

BWMAT  $39.50

Blackwing 602 (set of 12) 
Praised in the New Yorker, the 
Blackwing 602 features a firm 
and smooth graphite core that 
helps it deliver on its promise 
of “Half the Pressure, Twice the 
Speed.” Blackwing 602 pencils 
feature a gunmetal grey finish 
and iconic square Blackwing  
ferrule with a pink eraser. 
Comes in a 12-pack gift box  
that doubles as a pencil cup. 

BW602  $39.50

Blackwing Erasers (set of 10) 
Give your Blackwing a custom 
look with replacement erasers. 
Available in black, white, and 
red. Blackwing Replacement 
erasers come in packs of 10. 

BWBLK      (Black) $4.50 

BWRED     (Red) $4.50 

BWWHT   (White) $4.50

Blackwing Natural (set of 12) 
The Blackwing Natural fea-
tures an exposed Incense-cedar 
barrel with a subtle clear matte 
finish and the popular extra-
firm graphite. Every Blackwing  
Natural features a gold imprint, 
grey eraser and the iconic 
square Blackwing ferrule. 
Comes in a 12-pack gift box  
that doubles as a pencil cup.  

BWNAT  $39.50

Laptop Computer Brush Fabulously well 

thought-out, jointed double brush, with oiled 

beech handles, with each having double rows  

of one, horse, and the other, goat hair. Gets the  

keys perfectly. 3” long  R460003  $25.50

Book Brush This is how you dust 

those rare, leather-bound, first edi-

tions you have in your library. (The 

maid never seems to go there). 

The strong outer boar bristles 

remove the dirt from the 

backs, while the underlying 

goat hair collects the dust. 

Has an oiled pearwood 

handle. 10 2/3” 

R460127 $52.50

Keyboard Brush 
The soft side of this brush 

will remove dust from the 

screen and keyboard, while 

the stiffer side is suitable for 

cleaning between the keys. 

Made of oiled beechwood with 

light goat hair and dark horsehair  

bristles. 2 ¾” x 3” R460007 $24.50

Bookworm Mouse  
This sweet mouse is 

hand-made of pure al-

paca in Peru. Colors may 

vary. 4 ½” tall x 2” wide   

LPBWM  $49.50

Computer Brush The antistatic  

properties of goathair makes this brush  

essential. The upper narrow row of bristles  

easily gets between the keys on a computer  

keyboard etc. With the lower, wider side you can 

remove dust from the monitor. Made with an 

oiled thermowood handle that’s crack resistant. 

10 ¼” long R460010  $63.50

Walnut Box of Pencils This gorgeous round-

grain walnut box contains four different leg-

endary Blackwing pencils, each specifically 

designed for a different use. You’ll get 24 total 

pencils: six Matte pencils (soft graphite), six 

602 pencils (firm graphite), six Pearl pencils 

(semi-soft graphite), and six Natural pencils 

(extra-firm graphite). Also comes with Ger-

man-steel One-Step Sharpener that is made 

of durable machined aluminum and 

sharpening unit that will give you a long 

point every time. The box has a soft-cork 

lining inside and a finely-crafted magnetic  

closure that “snaps”when you close it.  

Box is 10 ½” x 2 ¼” x 3 ½”. 

BW106996  $169.50
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Artists Brush Holder  
A great way to clean and store 

your brushes. Aluminum pan 

with sieve and spiral brush 

holder, lets you put the turpen-

tine in the pan for cleaning, and 

then just hang the brushes 

above. Pan is 4+”Ø, with brush 

holder making it 8 2⁄3” tall.  

R11110  $34.50

Permanent Color Pencils 
This artist-grade set of perma-

nent color pencils are Swiss 

made. Perfect for mixed media 

with soft permanent, 3.7mm 

lead and a shaft that is made of 

premium grade cedar. Soft lead 

requires the use of a sharp, high-

quality pencil sharpener, which 

we sell here. Set of 18 pencils.   

CA66618  $79.50

Water Soluble Color Pencils 
These studio grade watercolor 

pencils are Swiss-made with soft 

and break resistent leads and 

shafts. Vibrant ink-like colors, 

both dry and wet, offer easy 

color blending. Soft lead requires 

the use of a sharp, high-quality 

pencil sharpener, which we sell 

here. Set of 18 pencils.   

CA1388318  $49.50

Double Hole Pencil Sharpener  
Fabulous little, German-designed sharpener, 
which accepts standard and oversized pen-
cils. It sharpens standard graphite, colored 
wax, and water-color pencils! Easily held 
and used. 1 ½” x 1 ½” x 2 ¼”   
DA53465  $6.50

Premium Pencil Sharpener 
This German-designed 

Dahle 166 premium pencil 

sharpener can be set to your 

precise degree of sharpness 

with the twist of a dial. Made 

with high quality Solingen 

steel blades. Whether you need 

a fine or blunt-edged point, the 

automatic cutting system feeds 

the pencil into the sharpener while 

sharpening it to your preference, at which 

point the handle spins freely. Standard graphite or oversized artist 

pencils fit. The cutting blades can be removed and cleaned. Table 

mounting clamp included. 3 ½” x 3 ½” x 4 ¼”  DA166  $52.50
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The Lady’s Leather Backpack  
Gorgeous, smallish lady’s pack made 

of supple, full-grain goat and 

cowhide, with pigskin lining, made 

by one of the finest leather craftsmen 

El Molino de Viento in Toledo, Spain. 

Has harness leather straps and leather 

drawcord with horn pulls. The main 

compartment has a drawcord closure, with a 

cover flap secured with metal roller buckle. Has a 

small back pocket, with its cover flap secured with 

a leather loop and toggle. All the edges have sewn 

leather piping. A truly beautiful pack! measures  

13” x 12 ½” x 5 ¼”  MVW9435  $389.50

Classic Waiter’s Wallet You’re probably  

familiar with these wallets, if you’ve traveled in 
Europe. At almost every bistro, the waiter pulls 
one out from under his apron and makes change 
from these. With six bill slots, a large change 
fold-open compartment, and a zippered back 
pocket. Closes with a 3-way clasp. Hand-made 
in Germany of oil-tanned or black nappa 

leather. All folds up neatly and has a removable 
chain with snap fastener for security. Also has 
RFID protection to block thieves from steeling 
your credit card information. Wallet closed is  
7” x 4” x 1 ¼” & 10 ½” open. 

LL273 (Brown) • LL21120 (Black)  $85.50
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Castle Skeleton Clock 
For aristocrats of the late 
16th century, it was the  
latest technological marvel, 
and if you were “anybody,” 
you had to have one! Known 
as the Castle Clock, this  
became the benchmark in 
time-keeping history. This 
replica clock has been made, 
with few interruptions, by 
the German maker Hermle, 
since 1922. Historically this 
clock represents the first addition of a pendulum to the 
old, weight-driven verge escapement. The mechanics of 
time are visible within the wrought iron cage that holds 
the totally exposed gears, pendulum, and weight. The 
bell, on top, gets struck on the hour, with a delightful 
sounding peal. The ornate hands are black iron. The  
8-day movement is solid brass. The ticking is a soothing 
meditation. And yes, it keeps great, analogue time!  
5 ½” Ø dial, 8 ½” x 3 ½” cage, 7 ½” weight, 24 ½” overall 

height with pendulum. 4 ¾” lbs  HC0711  $249.50

Cuckoo Whistles Hand-made in the Black Forest of Ger-

many, where the famous Cuckoo Clocks come from, these are 

two-tone whistles. Blow into the mouthpiece, and you get the 

“cuck” sound, and then when you place your finger over the 

other end and blow, you get the “oo” sound. Fabulous little 

whistles! We have them in the five styles shown. They each 

measure about 5” x 1 ½”, plus the figures on top.  

HC0206  (Wise Owl) $32.50 
HC0205  (Squirrel)       $32.50 
HC0204  (Gnome)         $32.50 
HC0203  (St. Bernard) $32.50 
HC0202  (Love Birds)  $32.50

Figures are delicate. 
Not recommended for 
kids under 12.

HCSET  (Set of 5)  
$130.00

Bengal Army on The Move, 1836 
A spectacular messy Voyage of an 
army on the move, in 1836.  
A nearly 200 years old stylish 
illustration, a comic cultural 
document, deftly sketched. 
A 20” roll of a reproduc-
tion, featuring colorful 
Indians, Elephants, 
Tents and much more. 
Incredible way to learn 
about a historical event. 
Box measures 9 ¼” x 3 ¼” x 3”  

SL100  $89.50

Brass Boxes You can never have enough 
boxes! Hold your diverse little treasures in 
these heavy brass boxes, with proper fitting 
lids, like they were made a century ago. We 
have the following two sizes. Both come with 
beautifully etched decorations and a nicely  
finished wooden trays.

Barbaria Box The Barbaria coast dotted with 

pirate nests and bane of 18C European ships.  

6” x 2 ½” x 2” BX101  $49.50

Royal Navy Rum Cup 
This elegant silver-plated rum  
measure, as it was called, or rum cup, was used to 
accompany toasts that the Royal Navy allowed in 
the officer’s mess, and served double rations in 
times of battle. Comes with wooden tray with 
imprinted toasts. cup measures 2” tall x 2”Ø 

RM100  $49.50

Victorian Desk Magnifier 
Brilliant, little desktop  
magnifier, that’s adjustable by simply screwing 
the knurled outer ring, up or down for different 
magnifications. Seeds, bugs, whatever that you 
chose to scrutinize. Small enough to fit in a 
pocket. Comes with a neat wooden tray.  

measures 1 ½”Ø x 1 ¾” MF100  49.50

Navigare Necesse Est That’s Caesar’s  

expression: “Life needs travel”. 5 ½” x 3” x 1” 

BX100  $49.50
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Must Fill O
ut

Subtotal

Standard S&H*

Quoted  
Expedited Charges** 

***Denotes items that have additional oversize delivery charges. Please call, 

we’ll happily give you an up-to-date quote.

Merchandise Total                S&H

Quoted Add.’l  
Delivery Charge***

Foreign Orders: (Outside USA & Possessions) Avoid delays. Let us calculate the 
fastest, safest, cheapest shipping, and charge your card for the amount.    
Signature: ______________________________________________________

Payment Method:   Check or Money Order     MasterCard     Visa      AmEx     Discover

When paying by credit card, please use EXACT name and address as appears on your credit card billing.

Credit Card Number: __________________________________________  Expiration Date ________________ 

Signature: ____________________________________________________   Telephone ( ______ ) ____________

*Shipping & Insurance charges (Non-Refundable) apply separately for EACH Shipping Address.  NO CODS.

Name: ____________________________________________________________  

Mail Address: ______________________________________________________  

City: ______________________________ State: ________  Zip: ____________  

Phone No.:  ( _______ )  ______________________________________________  

E-mail:  __________________________________________________________

Customer # ____    ____     ____     ____     ____     ____ (On Back Cover)

Ship To:  (If Different than the Address Above)

Name: ____________________________________________________________  

Mail Address: ______________________________________________________  

City: ______________________________  State: ________  Zip: ____________  

Phone No.:  ( _______ )  ______________________________________________

FAST & EASY SHIPPING: All items shipped Standard 
Delivery (FedEx, USPS) to 48 contiguous U.S. states for 
as little as $7.35 within 24 hrs of receipt of order. Faster 
shipping possible, call. Over-sized items, please ask for 
rates. If your order is damaged in shipment, keep the outer 
package, and please call us ASAP. If you live in a non-con-
tiguous U.S. state or territory—Alaska, Hawaii, American 
Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, 
or the U.S. Virgin Islands—additional fees or shipping  
restrictions may apply. 

RETURNS & EXCHANGES: Not what you had in mind? 
We’ll be happy to take it back. All items include a 10-
DAY* money-back guarantee. Call to get a return author-
ization. Items returned must be in their original, unused 
condition and shipped PREPAID.  No C.O.D.s.  Ship-
ping & Insurance Charges are NOT refundable. *except 
where otherwise noted. 

Prices subject to change without notice due to  
currency fluctuations. 

Call Today Toll Free: 888-463-9177 or 
order online at www.thebestbrushes.com 

You may speak with real people  
here on the West Coast between  

8:00AM to 6:00PM Mon. - Fri.,  
8:00AM to 2:00PM Sat , PST.  

We are closed Sundays and Holidays.

Send Orders to: 
321 South Main Street 

Yerington, NV  89447-2545 

Order by Fax 24-Hours:  
775-463-5581

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Since our Voice Mail is always on,  
leave your order, comments or questions 

and we’ll call back at your request.

Standard delivery and insurance charges 
in USA & Possessions:*

Item #                  Qty              Description                                                                                     Price                Total

Your Credit Card Statement Will Read: LUDDITES, INC.

†All orders $200 or more are shipped requiring a signature upon delivery. If you would like to waive this  
requirement and assume responsibility in case of package theft, please check the box here. 

TOTAL† 
(U.S.Funds only)  

v

Add 7.9%  
Sales Tax for NV

Up to               $25.99          $7.35 

$26.00 —         $55.99          $10.59 

$56.00 —         $75.99          $13.83 

$76.00 —         $150.99        $17.15 

$151.00 —       $200.99        $20.39 

$201.00 —       $300.99        $23.47  

$301.00 —       $400.99        $26.55 

$401.00 —       $550.99        $29.79 
$551.00 &       Over             $32.11

**FASTER DELIVERY SUR-CHARGES  If you want Expedited 
(3 biz days), Express (2 day) or Overnite or Saturday (where avail.) 

service, you must call us to get a quote on the additional freight charges, 
which are added to the standard S+H charges listed in the table to your left. C -
ertain oversize and overweight items must go via a surface Trucking-line — 
so make sure you talk with us, first, before ordering…

v

Please Note: Descriptions & measures are accurate to the best of knowledge— sometimes errors are made.

Toronto Has 23 pencil holders, one 
ruler holder, one eraser holder, 5 lead 
holders and one for the eraser! All or-
ganic leather. 8” x 5 ¼” x 1 ¼” 

TH221   $149.50  SALE! $129.50

Perfetto Pencils Stunning box of 
double-sided, two-color pencils.  
Contained are 12 Black & Red, No.2 
pencils. 7 ¼” x 2” x ¾”   

PER001  $16.50  SALE! $12.50

Chestnut Cutter A safe and easy way 
to score hard shells and loosen inner 
skin without crushing the nut meat. 
Stainless steel safety blades.  
HIC22110 $19.50  SALE! $12.50

Outdoor Dustpan Same dustpan as 
seen on page 28, except we have a few 
that were slightly damaged in shipping. 
Small scratches or slight dents, nothing 
that will affect function. 16 ½” long  
R207077-B $26.50  SALE! $16.50

Illumination Solar Chime This chime 
with teak wood has 20 silver rods en-
circling a solar light that turns on when 
the sun sets. It’ll look great in your  
garden. 16” long 

WCISC  $89.50  SALE! $79.50

Aloha Solar Chime This chime has an 
ash wood top. Inside there are four  
aluminum tubes that chime and a solar 
light that turns on when the sun sets. 
Will look great in your garden. 28” long 

WCACSN $89.50  SALE! $79.50

Solitary Bee Hive A fascinating and 
interactively constructed bee habitat 
that’s great for education and is easy to 
clean. May be mounted on a wall or on 
a stake in the garden. 6 ¾” x 6 ¼” x 7”  

SBH1 $79.50  SALE! $69.50

Flower Box Feeder You’ll love this lit-
tle feeder. In fact you should get a few 
and mount by windows or around your 
garden. Made of clear glass and red 
feeder tube. 3 fl.oz. 3 ½” x 3 ¾”  

PFB1C  $29.50  SALE! $22.50

Butterfly House & Feeder Butterflies 
and moths have fallen in numbers, so 
help them out with this thoughtfully 
constructed feeder. 9 ¾” x 9 ½” x 7” 

BTF5V1  $59.50  SALE! $49.50

Egg Rings Set of Four Great set of 
four stainless steel rings to fry your 
eggs into a round shape that fit per-
fectly on a muffin. 3” Ø 

RVRING $29.50  SALE! $19.50

Radiator Brush Same great brush as 
seen on page 7, except the bristles on 
these have been slightly smashed. Noth-
ing that will affect its function. 39¼” long  
R510161-B $25.50  SALE! $9.50

Quill Pen Set Okay, it’s a feather 
with a bunch of nibs, along with a 
wooden stylus with a bottle of 
black ink. 3 ¼” x 10” x 2 ½”  
MG118 $49.50  SALE! $39.50

RULES FOR ITEMS ON “SALE!” 
1) All items on “SALE!” are final! 2) No returns  
or exchanges. 3) We choose the shipping method.  
4) Be sure to ask or check our website for additional 
items on SALE! 5) Have fun shopping deals.

Apricot Alpaca Throw Made from 
Alpaca wool. Will be your new favorite. 
Material: 60% alpaca / 40% acrylic. 
measures 45” x 70”  SPAPR $159.50  

SALE! $129.50

Mini Blossom Chandelier Blown, blue 
glass hummingbird feeder for 3 birds, 
w. shatterproof feeding tubes, mounted 
in a black wire hanger. 12 fl. oz. 16” Ø  

PCH3B  $112.50  SALE! $99.50

Fireworks Alpaca Throw Made from 
Alpaca wool. Will be your new favorite. 
Material: 60% alpaca / 40% acrylic. 
measures 45” x 70”  SPFW $159.50  

SALE! $129.50

Patchwork Alpaca Throw Made from 
Alpaca wool. Will be your new favorite. 
Material: 60% alpaca / 40% acrylic. 
measures 45” x 70”  SPPTW  $159.50  

SALE! $129.50

Cheese Board w. Cutlery Drawer  
Bamboo cheese board with slide-out 
drawer that holds 4-piece stainless steel 
cutlery. Groved borders are perfect for 
holding crackers. 13 ½” x 13 ½” 

BMCBW $109.50 SALE! $99.50

Juri 3 in1 Rucksack Made of water-
proof fabric w. leather bottom, straps & 
trim. Handles can be detached & used 
over the shoulder. 14 ¾” x 10 ½” x 5” 

TH571 $349.50 SALE! $229.50

Straw Cleamer Same great brush as 
seen on page 7, except these are slightly 
bent, but the wire can easily be bent 
back into place. Nothing that will  
affect its function. 39¼” long  
R520128-B $18.50  SALE! $8.50
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